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EDITOR COMMENTS

Online backup services
continue to increase in
popularity even though the
cost of hard drives
continues to fall. For a
comprehensive review of
34 online backup services,
take a look at Tim Fisher's
article in about.com at
tinyurl.com/gqxoy9p.

DECEMBER LOCATION
NOT OUR USUAL!!
We will meet at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr. It’s
at the corner of Lancaster
and Bryn Mawr Avenues,
near the Bryn Mawr train
station.
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ENCRYPTION, FORCE TOUCH, & APPLE TV ISSUE

ATTEND ALL THREE SIGS!!
At the moment our temporary meeting room doesn’t have room for separate SIG meetings. So for
December we are presenting the SIGs sequentially. You will, therefore, have the opportunity to
attend all three SIGs. For those of us who have often wanted to attend two or three SIGs, but
couldn't because they were held at the same time, this format give us the chance to see what’s
going on in all SIGs.
We will go back to our usual formats in January when we will also have our traditional Christmas
meeting.
New Users. - 9 to 10.
Bob Barton. A discussion of iOS 9 and Q&A.
Multimedia SIG. - 10 to 11.
Nick Iacona. - Make, Manage & Move Multimedia.
OS. - 11 to 12
Adam Rice.. Troubleshooting Your Mac OS and iOS.

REMEMBER - OUR MEETING LOCATION HAS CHANGED
BECAUSE OF CONSTRUCTION AT GOOD SAM. WE ARE
MEETING FOR SEVERAL MONTHS AT LUDINGTON LIBRARY IN
BRYN MAWR.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to
discuss Apple’s current operating
systems, using your Macs &
iDevices, & various applications, &
have Q&A.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

DECEMBER 2015

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.

10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Additionally, listening to a podcast can make beneficial use what of
what would otherwise be idle or wasted time. Prime examples are
when you are doing mindless or repetitive work that doesn't require
much thought (such as cleaning the house or mowing the grass).
You could listen when you are getting dressed in the morning,
when you're commuting to and from work, or when you are
traveling. You can use this time to be entertained or as one way to
keep up with the information overload to which we are all
subjected.
When we listen to a podcast, we hear someone speaking to us
This can be an intimate experience, certainly more intimate than
reading a newspaper or a book. For some, a voice conveys more
information than does the printed word.
A final reason is that you can pick up information in manageable
chunks. Many podcasts are 30 to 60 minutes and you can pause
your listening whenever you want.
The podcasts I try to listen to most often are MSNBC Morning Joe
(42 minutes versus three hours), Fareed Zakaria, Knowledge at
Wharton, Planet Money, Macworld,TED Radio Hour, and TED
Talks.
The two sites I suggest you check out are NPR.org/podcasts and
the iTunes Store. The latter is a bit confusing, but if you can find the
podcasts icon in the top left area, you'll see what podcasts are
available.
I highly recommend taking a look at Ted Talks at ted.com. These
talks are generally under 20 minutes and have been watched over
1 billion times (through November 2012). There are more than
2,000 videocasts of presentations by leading speakers at
conferences worldwide.
BTW, did I mention that I learned about hover boards yesterday.
They……….

Listening To Podcasts
By Mark Bazrod

Overview
Podcasts are one of the great spinoffs of the internet, very much
appreciated by millions of listeners, but sadly overlooked by others.
Podcasts are episodes of a program on the Internet which can be
automatically downloaded or streamed over the Internet to a
computer or mobile device. They are usually original audio or video
recordings, but can also be recorded broadcasts of TV or radio
programs, a lecture, a performance, or other event.
There are podcasts on just about every subject and they are
instantly available wherever there’s Internet access - or at any time
if the podcast has been downloaded to a device.
The mechanisms for listening to podcasts are preinstalled in OS X
and iOS. It's easy to have podcasts downloaded to your computing
devices through iTunes, NPR.org or other sites
So why listen to podcasts?
The simplest answer is to learn - to learn about subjects you are
interested in; to learn about subjects you never thought about; to
learn about subjects you were never exposed to; to learn from
experts; and to learn from people whose opinions differ from yours.
You may want to learn because it will advance your career or has
some practical use. You can also learn for the sake of learning. Or
both. It depends on what you want to achieve listening to podcasts.
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Andy O’Donnell posted the following article to about.com on June
26, 2014. tinyurl.com/pkpm32o. © about.com. He is a senior
security engineer & analyst who has focused the last 13 years
developing, managing, auditing, and securing systems. He has
several security certifications.
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Encryption is used just about everywhere in all kinds of
applications. The main purpose for the use of encryption is to
protect the confidentiality of data, or to aid in the protection of the
integrity of a message or file. Encryption can be used for both data
'in transit', such as when it is being moved from one system to
another, or for data 'at rest' on a DVD, USB thumb drive, or other
storage medium.

Encryption 101 - Understanding Encryption.
A hands-on approach for those of us who aren't good at math

I could bore you with the history of cryptography and tell you how
Julius Caesar used ciphers to encode military messages and all
that type of stuﬀ, but I'm sure there are a million other articles on
the net that could provide far more insight than I could give, so
we'll skip all that.

By Andy O'Donnell
W PA 2 , W E P, 3 D E S ,
AES, Symmetric,
Asymmetric, what does
it all mean, and why
should you care?

If you're like me, you want to get your hands dirty. I'm a learn-bydoing type of person. When I started my study of encryption and
cryptography before I took the CISSP exam, I knew that unless I
could "play" with encryption, then I would never truly understand
what was happening behind the scenes when something is
encrypted or decrypted.

All these terms are
related to encryption
technologies used to
protect your data.
Encryption and
cryptography in general,
can be diﬃcult topics to wrap your head around. Whenever I hear
the words cryptographic algorithm, I picture some nerdy professor
writing equations on a chalkboard, muttering something to himself
about the Medulla Oblongata as my eyes glaze over from
boredom.

I'm not a mathematician, in fact, I'm horrible at math. I didn't really
care to know about the equations involved in the encryption
algorithms and whatnot, I just wanted to know what's happening
to the data when it's encrypted. I wanted to understand the magic
behind it all.
So, What's the best way to learn about encryption and
cryptography?

Why should you care about encryption?

While studying for the exam, I did some research and found that
one of the best tools to use to get hands-on experience with
encryption was am application called CrypTool. CrypTool was
originally developed by the Deutsche Bank back in 1998 in an
eﬀort to improve its employees understanding of cryptography.
Since then, CrypTool has evolved into a suite of educational tools
and is used by other companies, as well as universities, and
anyone else who wants to learn about encryption, cryptography,
and cryptanalysis.

The main reason you need to care about encryption is because
sometimes it's the only thing between your data and the bad guys.
You need to know the basics so that you will, at the very least,
know how your data is being protected by your bank, e-mail
provider, etc.
You want to make sure they're not using outdated stuﬀ that
hackers have already cracked.
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The original Cryptool, now known as Cryptool 1 (CT1), was a
Microsoft Windows-based application. Since that time, there have
been several other versions released such as Cryptool 2 (a
modernized version of CrypTool, JCrypTool (for Mac, Win and
Linux), as well as a purely browser-based version called CrypToolOnline.
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Ben Lovejoy posted the following article to 9to5mac.com on
November 17, 2015. tinyurl.com/lgah5zr. He is a British technology
writer since 1986 and has written for numerous technology and
business magazines and national newspapers. He has also written
two novels, including “The Billion Dollar Heist”.

Opinion: Apple Is Right To Stand Firm On Encryption
H o w e v e r M u c h Te r ro r i s t A t t a c k s R a m p U p
The Pressure

All of these apps have one goal in mind: make cryptography
something that non-mathematician-type folks like me can
understand.

By Ben Lovejoy

If studying encryption and cryptography still sounds a little on the
boring side, fear not, the best part of anything crypto-related is the
part where you get to code-break. Cryptanalysis is a fancy word
for code-breaking, or trying to figure out what the decrypted
message is, without having the key. This is the fun part of studying
all this stuﬀ because everyone likes a puzzle and wants to be a
hacker of sorts.

Nobody who watched the news coverage of the terrorist attacks in
Paris could fail to be moved by the scenes and the stories
emerging from it. It was undeniably a horrific series of events, and
it’s only human nature to want action to be taken to reduce the
likelihood of future such atrocities.
But there is always a danger at such times that emotion, rather
than rational thought, will drive government policy-making. I won’t
get into the broader theme there, as there are more appropriate
forums for that, but there is one aspect that is very much on-topic
for us: the battle between Apple and governments over encryption.

The CrypTool folks even have a contest site for would-be codebreakers called MysteryTwister. The site lets you try your luck
against ciphers requiring only pen and paper, or you can step up to
more complicated challenges that require some programming
skills coupled with some serious computer power.

There have already been unattributed reports that the terrorists in
Paris used encrypted communication. I have no idea whether there
is any specific evidence for that, but it would hardly be damning
were such evidence to emerge: it would be frankly astonishing if
they hadn’t.

If you really think you've got what it takes, you can test your skills
against the "Unsolved Ciphers". These ciphers have been
analyzed and researched by the best of the best for years and
have still not been cracked. If you crack one of these then you
might just earn yourself a place in history as the guy or gal who
cracked the uncrackable. Who knows, you might even land
yourself a job with the NSA.

There are three reasons why Apple is right to maintain that it will
continue to oﬀer end-to-end encrypted communication no matter
how much governments in the USA, UK and elsewhere may
protest.

The point is, encryption doesn't have to be a big scary monster.
Just because someone is awful at math (like me) doesn't mean
they can't understand encryption and have fun learning about it.
Give CrypTool a try, you could be the next great code-breaker out
there and not even know it.

But let’s begin with a reminder of Apple’s position. Apple uses
end-to-end encryption for both iMessages and FaceTime. As Tim
Cook told Charlie Rose last year, this means that it would be
impossible for it to decrypt the messages even if a government
insisted.

CrypTool is free and is available at the CrypTool Portal.
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We’re not reading your email, we’re not reading your
iMessages. If the government laid a subpoena on us to get your
iMessages, we can’t provide it. It’s encrypted and we don’t
have the key.

We don’t do any of these things because we value freedom and
privacy, and we consider that the risks involved are a price worth
paying for the ability to live our lives free from tyranny and
surveillance.

The company also introduced strong encryption for iPhones and
iPads in iOS 8 so that it would again be impossible for the
company to break into the device locked with a passcode.

The Snowden revelations woke the world to the extent to which
we’d already headed down this slippery slope, and the general
view of the population has been that indiscriminate mass
surveillance is a step too far. We take the view that wiretaps and
other forms of electronic surveillance will of course be necessary
to facilitate investigations by police and security services, but that
such surveillance should be both targeted and subject to judicial
oversight.

So Apple is going further here than most companies. It is not just
saying it would push back against government pressure to reveal
user data, it is saying that it has deliberately arranged things so
that it is completely unable to do so.
That’s a strong position, and there’s some pretty heavy-duty
opposition to it – including the United States Attorney General, the
FBI, the DOJ and other law-enforcement agencies. Among the
claims you’ll find in those links are that Apple is putting people
beyond the law, risking the life of a child and that the iPhone would
be the terrorists’ “communication device of choice.” Since the
Paris attacks, the Homeland Security Committee and CIA have
joined in.

Second, Apple is absolutely right to say that the moment you build
in a backdoor for use by governments, it will only be a matter of
time before hackers figure it out.
You cannot have an encryption system which is only a little bit
insecure any more than you can be a little bit pregnant. Encryption
systems are either secure or they’re not – and if they’re not then
it’s a question of when, rather than if, others are able to exploit the
vulnerability.

So what are the three reasons that I still think Apple’s position is
right?

Couple a deliberately weakened form of encryption to laws
requiring Internet service providers and telecoms companies to
stockpile large volumes of user data and you’d create the biggest
goldmine the world has ever seen for criminals to commit identity
theft and other forms of fraud. Not just private enterprise criminals,
either, but rogue nations too.

First, there is nothing new about having to balance out the
conflicting demands of freedom and security. Or, to use Benjamin
Franklin’s terms, liberty and safety.
Those who would give up essential liberty, to purchase a little
temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.

Think how cautious we have to be today. We’ve all received
convincing-looking phishing emails in amongst the laughable
ones. Most of us these days, when we receive a phone call
claiming to be from a bank, take their name, hang up and then call
them back on the main switchboard number. Just imagine how
much more paranoid we’d have to be if a fraudster could ‘prove’
that they are the claimed bank or other company by
providing some transaction data.

We live in a world where it would be technologically feasible to
ensure that virtually no crime could go undetected. We could fit
CCTV cameras on every street, in every home, in every building.
We could all have trackers embedded beneath our skin. We could
force everyone to provide both fingerprints and DNA samples to
hold in a global database. We could make it illegal to fit curtains or
blinds to windows. And so on.
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Samuel Gibbs posted the following article to theguardian.com on
March 11, 2015. tinyurl.com/q3xkfac. © Guardian News & Media
Limited. He has been a technology writer since 2008, joined the
Guardian in 2013 as a technology reporter, and holds a PhD in
molecular microbiology.

A world in which all of our data is ‘protected’ by encryption
systems with loopholes would be a nightmare.
Third, it won’t work. It’s technological illiteracy to imagine that
breaking encrypted messages is any kind of solution.
Do governments seriously imagine that if we pass laws banning
fully-encrypted communications that terrorists would suddenly
abandon them and use the new, deliberately weakened versions?
Or if doing so drew too much attention to them that they wouldn’t
find other ways to hide their communications?

Apple's ‘Force Touch’ And 'Taptic Engine' Explained

Steganography, for example. It’s technically trivial to embed
hidden messages inside what appears to be a perfectly
ordinary family photo in such a way that it’s almost impossible to
detect. There are literally scores of apps to do that, and that’s just
a single method. There are almost endless numbers of ways to
disguise messages.

By Samuel Gibbs

The new MacBook trackpad and haptic feedback technology could
be coming to the iPhone next year and represents the next
evolution of touch input.

As Tim Cook has said:
We shouldn’t give in to scare-mongering or to people who
fundamentally don’t understand the details.
So weakening encryption would mean sacrificing core principles of
civilized societies in the name of security. It would provide not just
our own government but foreign governments and criminals with
access to our data. And it would do absolutely nothing to prevent
terrorists from communicating in secret.

The trackpad on the new Apple MacBook is a big step forward in
both haptic feedback and touch-based control.

There is not one single reason for Apple to give in to government
pressure to abandon its stance on customer privacy, and three
very good reasons for it not to.

Apple’s new super-thin MacBook comes with a new trackpad
technology that detects the force of a tap or press and is expected
to be added to the iPhone next year. But what is “force touch”,
how does it work and what on earth is a “taptic engine”?

——————————————————
Samual Gibbs reported in the Guardian on November 23th that
Apple, Microsoft, Google, Samsung, Twitter, Facebook and 56
other technology companies have joined together to reject calls for
weakening encryption saying it would be “exploited by the bad
guys”.

Beyond the hype and buzz around the Apple Watch launch on
Monday evening, a piece of technology that could change the way
we interact with our computers and smartphones was unveiled.
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But it wasn’t a wearable device, nor a new phone. It was a new
laptop fitted with a new type of trackpad.

DECEMBER 2015

The force gestures are in addition to the standard multitouch
trackpad swipes and taps and are intuitive, which bodes well.
Apple is expected to integrate force sensing into its iPhone and
iPad next year, after introducing the technology in the company’s
smartwatch, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Trackpads are not usually an exciting part of a computer. They are
just a touch mouse with a couple of buttons and while some work
better than others, they are pretty mundane. But Apple’s new
trackpad on the 13.1mm thick MacBook does something diﬀerent.

The trackpad feels like it is being depressed despite not moving
when clicked on.

Instead of having either physical buttons or the whole trackpad
acting as one giant button as in previous Apple laptops, the force
touch trackpad does not move. Underneath the four corners of the
pad are force sensors, which detect clicks as well as force and
mean a click can be made anywhere on the trackpad - not just at
the bottom.

The new trackpad also incorporates a new type of haptic feedback
– a physical response to a virtual action typically on a touchscreen.
In this case Apple has replaced the physical depression of a
trackpad click with what it calls a “taptic engine”.
A small device attached to the back of the trackpad essentially
taps back in the opposite direction to the user’s click. It simulates
physical movement, tricking the brain into thinking the trackpad is
moving down and clicking as a button would. But the feedback is
not just one stage, and with each threshold of force applied to the
trackpad another click is felt.

Press harder

The whole experience is much like using a two-stage camera
shutter button that clicks once to focus and depresses further to
capture the shot.
Most haptic feedback until now, as felt on Android and Windows
Phones among others, is created by small vibration motors. When
a virtual key is pressed the smartphone buzzes.
The new tapping feedback, which is also used by the Apple
Watch, is a more intuitive and natural response to virtual taps and
potentially represents a big step forward in haptic feedback.
The guts of the new touchpad on the MacBook.

Integrated into smartphones and tablets a force-sensing
touchscreen that taps back on the user could provide virtual
keyboards with feedback that is intuitive enough to level the
playing field with physical keyboards, which would be good news
for tablets and the “post-PC” era.
Half the UK population will use a tablet in 2015 – but future
growth will be slow.

The new sensors can detect more than one type of click. A light
click can perform one action, a harder click another and the
threshold of how hard is a “hard” press can be customised.
Press harder to speed up the fast forward of video, for instance, or
“force click” to pull up a definition of selected word.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on July 20, 2015.
tinyurl.com/oo49cza. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and
good info.

13 Force Touch Trackpad Tricks & Shortcuts For Mac
The new Force Touch trackpads available for some Macs are really
quite impressive. By using a haptic feedback mechanism and a
tiny little speaker, the pressure-sensitive trackpad mimics a click
with multiple layers of depth by pushing feedback into your finger
– the trackpad itself does not move or click down like the prior
generation trackpad surfaces. It’s one of those features that’s very
hard to describe and much better experienced, and as Force
Touch becomes the new norm for Apple touch surfaces on future
Macs, Magic Trackpad, Apple Watch, and iPhone, the feature will
surely further evolve and improve to do some pretty neat things.
For the moment, Force Touch is sort of in it’s infancy, but that
doesn’t mean there aren’t plenty of functions and tricks that are
possible to perform on a Mac equipped with a Force Touch
surface. With that in mind, we’re going to share a collection of
Force Touch tricks that are possible throughout OS X.

13 Force Touch Tricks in OS X
Rename a file in OS X Finder if you Force Touch the
file name

•

Preview the file in Quick Look if you Force Touch
the file icon

•

Open Mission Control for an app and its windows if
you Force Touch that apps Dock icon

•

Rename a Finder label by Force Touching the label
name in the sidebar

•

Preview Calendar dates by Force Touching a
calendar day or event

•

Create a new event by Force Touching a date

•

Drop a pin in Maps by Force Touching a location

•

Zoom into Maps with a force touch

•

Lookup the definition of any word by Force
Touching the word

•

Scrub and fast forward or rewind video by Force
Touching the timeline on a playing video

•

Summon app-specific Mission Control by Force
Touching a Dock icon

•

Force Touch a link to preview the destination in
Safari

•

Draw with the trackpad and pressure sensitivity in
certain applications (like Preview, more are sure to
support this feature as time goes on)

You’ll notice that some of what Force Touch can do is already
possible on multitouch Mac trackpads by using multiple finger
taps, right-clicks, and multiple-finger clicks, which basically means
Force Touch is another method of performing some tasks you may
already know. That’s not really where Force Touch shines though,
as the feature is really quite impressive when used in situations
where diﬀerent levels of pressure are helpful. These features will
continue to advance and develop as more apps support the
abilities, but for now this list of Force Touch tricks should keep you
busy and oﬀer a glimpse at what’s to come.

Obviously you’re going to need to have Force Click enabled for
these to work, if you turned it oﬀ for whatever reason, reverse that
settings change before attempting these out.

•
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A fair number of these aforementioned Force Touch shortcuts were
shown by 9to5mac demonstrated in the video below, if you have a
Force Touch trackpad on a MacBook or MacBook Pro, it’s highly
recommended to watch the video and see how some of these little
tricks work:
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Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on
November 13, 2015. tinyurl.com/pbbdswy © The Mac Observer,
Inc. She is an Apple Consultant who lives and works along the
Front Range in Colorado.

Os X: 5 Force Touch Extras
By Melissa Holt
If you’ve got one of the relatively new Apple laptops that support
Force Touch (or if you’re using a Magic Trackpad 2), you may be
aware of the more basic stuff you can do with the feature—how you
can, for example, get the definition of a word or preview a file. In
today’s article, though, I’m going to list a few helpful ways to use
Force Touch that are a bit more hidden. I’m finding it much more
useful than I thought I would, just so you know. That’s what I get for
ever doubting Apple!
1. Jump into Editing Contacts

Force-clicking on a point within the Maps program will drop a pin,
so if you need to get directions to an exact location, it’s easy to do.

Within any card in your Contacts program, Force-clicking on a field
you want to change will put you right into editing mode and select
that field for easy-peasy correcting.

And if you’re zooming in and out on the map using the plus and
minus buttons I’ve indicated above, you can also press harder to
zoom faster. It’s kinda fun!
3. Use Dock Icons
My tip earlier this week was all about using the Dock, and here is
one more nifty thing you can do. If you Force-click on the Dock icon
for any running application, you’ll see all of its open windows.

This works with pretty much any item you want to correct, but you
should know that if you’re wanting to add notes to your contacts,
you don’t have to go into edit mode at all—you’ll simply click in that
field and start typing, as I’ve mentioned before. Just trying to save
you time here, people.
2. Drop a Pin in Maps (and Zoom Faster!)
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From that view, you can easily swap between documents, for
example. I like this a lot, but I’m so in the habit of using CommandTilde to switch windows that I’m not sure I’ll be able to retrain
myself. Muscle memory, and all that.
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This, like most of the other Force Touch functionality, doesn’t
necessarily do anything new—it replaces having to click the tiny

4. Get Previews in Mail
Whenever you see something in Mail that is clickable (like a link or
a tracking number) or is recognized as info that can be added to
Contacts or Calendars (such as a phone number, a date, or an
address), Force-clicking that item will interact with it.

Well, I guess that’s no surprise.
So Force-clicking a link will pop up a preview of the page; doing
that with potential contact data will give you choices for adding it to
your cards; and Force-clicking a date will let you create a calendar
event. Neat!
5. See Reminders Info
This one is pretty simple: Force-click on a reminder to get details
on it, including any location info you’ve added.
little “i” next to the reminder—but it’s a faster way to get where
you’re going.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on November 13,
2015. tinyurl.com/o9j68e9. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

How To Change 3D Touch Pressure Sensitivity On
iPhone 6S

The new iPhone 3D Touch
display detects the level of
pressure placed on the
screen and, depending on
the app, action, or home
screen icon, oﬀers diﬀerent
responses and interactions.
These “peak” and “pop”
features are throughout iOS
and oﬀer shortcuts of sorts
to perform various
functions, and they’re really
a great feature of the
iPhone 6S lineup. Using 3D
Touch takes a little bit of
practice, particularly in
regard to applying the correct amount of screen pressure to get
the intended action, but one way to greatly improve the 3D Touch
experience is to manually adjust the touch screen pressure
sensitivity required to activate the various features.
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1.

Open the Settings app in iOS and go to “General”
then to “Accessibility”

2.

Go to “3D Touch” and locate the “3D Touch
Sensitivity” portion of the settings, the slider below
this is what you’ll want to change to fit your
preferences, pick one of the following:
• Light – a soft amount of screen pressure activates
3D Touch peak, and a slightly more firm amount of
pressure activates 3D Touch pop
• Medium – the default level of pressure sensitivity
for 3D Touch displays
• Firm – a notably harder amount of screen
pressure is required to activate 3D Touch peak and
pop

iPhone users can easily change the amount of screen pressure
required to activate 3D Touch, but because the setting is going to
be unique to each person and how they use the feature, you’ll
want to test out the various levels of pressure required with the
handy adjustment ‘sensitivity test’ area to determine if the settings
are appropriate for your needs.
How to Adjust 3D Touch Screen Pressure Sensitivity
This obviously requires an iPhone with a 3D Touch display,
whether that’s an iPhone 6s or iPhone 6s Plus, other models will
not have this setting available:
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3. Next scroll down to the “3D Touch Sensitivity Test” area and
press at varying degrees on the image, the initial 3D Touch
press will ‘peak’ on the image, and a harder press will ‘pop’
the image
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This is really largely a matter of personal preference, but it also
depends on what you’re using to activate the touch screen, if you
use a case on the iPhone, and your general usage patterns, and
whether or not you use a finger, toe, stylus, or other pointing
device.

4. When satisfied, leave Settings as usual and try the eﬀect
elsewhere in iOS

My personal preference is for the “Light” setting but when
demonstrating the feature to a friend they found it way too easy to
activate, so they strongly preferred the Firm setting. Try it out
yourself and see what works for you, you can always make
another change again by returning to 3D Touch settings.

If you find yourself activating 3D Touch when you don’t always
want to, you’ll probably want to use the “Firm” option, whereas if
you find the required pressure is too great, using the “Light”
feature is ideal.
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to about.com on
November 4, 2015. tinyurl.com/q3kktqt. © About.com. He has
been writing, programming and following technology since back in
the Commodore Vic 20 days.

Apple TV: 4 Stars
Apple TV as an iPad/iPhone Accessory: 5 Stars

Apple TV's 4th Generation Is A Mixture Of Good, Bad
And Ugly

Apple TV: The Good

How to Become the Boss of Your iPad

The remote. The new remote may not be perfect, and in fact, it
has some serious drawbacks, but the remote for the previous
version of Apple TV was awful.

Is Apple TV Really the Future of Television?
By Daniel Nations
Is the fourth time the charm for Apple TV? Apple has captured the
imagination of mobile
and they are making inroads into the
enterprise with the upcoming iPad Pro, but in order to win the
living room, they'll need to take on Roku and fend oﬀ both
Google's Chromecast and Amazon's Fire TV.

The new remote replaces the standard up-down-right-left-select
buttons with a large button that also serves as a touchpad. This
allows you to use the same swiping motion you use on your phone
to navigate Apple TV. The end result is an experience that is much
easier to use than a normal remote, though I did find myself
tapping the touchpad portion rather than clicking, a gesture that
works on a MacBook but for some silly reason doesn't register as
a click on Apple TV.

But while it is the "Apple" in Apple TV that makes us wonder if this
is the next big step in television, it is also the "Apple" in Apple TV
that may be the biggest obstacle.

Games. OK, yeah, we all know about Netflix and Hulu Plus and
YouTube and all of your standard streaming services that you will
get with any of these boxes. But what may really set Apple TV
apart from the pack are the games. Apple TV isn't the first
streaming box with games. In fact, they are actually quite late to
the party in this respect. But in this respect, Apple happens to be
the guest the party waits for in order to get started.

Apple has a simplicity-above-all-else philosophy, and while this
worked well in mobile, it might end up a detractor as they strive for
new markets.
Imagine a device that hijacks the cable signal similar to the Xbox
ONE, allowing you to watch live TV and seamlessly open apps like
a Smart TV, only this box is a smarter version of the Smart TV that
knows what you are watching and can add a new dimension to it
in addition to oﬀering up Netflix, Hulu Plus and other streaming
options.

Apple TV isn't just some piece of cheap hardware that can run a
graphically-challenged version of Candy Crush Saga. Apple TV
uses the same A8 processor that runs the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6
Plus. It also includes 2 GB of RAM memory for running apps. This
means it can run any app or game that can run on your
smartphone, and the capabilities of the latest smartphones are
actually pretty good.

Of course, this would have required a slightly more complicated
design and set-up process, which is one thing Apple avoids.
The future of television? Perhaps not. But the fourth generation of
Apple TV is definitely a step in the right direction, and more
importantly, Apple TV has a bright future that could very well take
us into that future. For now, Apple TV has the good, the bad and
more ugly than Apple is generally known for in a new release.

Apple TV isn't going to compete with the PlayStation 4 or Xbox
ONE, but it has one huge advantage over the competition. The
games on Apple TV tend to cost between $1 and $5 rather than
the $30-$60 charged for premium games on the major consoles.
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And with the remote becoming an almost-Wii-like controller, Apple
TV could take over as the casual game console.

painful on other devices -- including the previous version of Apple
TV! The Best Productivity Apps on the iPad.

Siri. The Siri included with Apple TV is a subset devoted to
services that fall in line with a streaming device, and while it would
be great if you could ask your TV to remind you to do something,
the Siri functionality on Apple TV is actually very good -- when it
works. (More on that later!)
Siri on Apple TV has many uses,
including searching for what to watch and controlling playback
when you do find something to watch. You can tell it to skip
forward or back for a specific timeframe, and if you couldn't quite
understand what was just said, a "what did he say?" request will
jump back ten seconds and temporarily turn on the closed caption
setting. What exactly is Siri?

The Search Functionality. One other key feature of Apple TV is the
ability for apps to hook into the global search feature. Right now,
that means you can request Siri to "play [a movie] on Netflix" and
skip the process of opening the Netflix app and searching for the
video.
Apple TV also knows to jump into Netflix without the
directive if it is the only streaming app that oﬀers that movie or
video. As more apps support this core functionality, finding what
to watch and actually watching it will be a much more seamless
experience than the current process of opening up each individual
streaming app searching for a specific show.
17 Ways Siri Can Help You Be More Productive

One feature I thought was really cool was the ability to ask Siri who
was in an episode I was watching. Apple TV brought up an IMDBtype interface that let me browse through the actors and click
through to see their filmography. The great part about this was
that using the menu button to back up put me right back in my
streaming video at the exact point I left, so I'm not exiting out of
the experience to get more information. This combined with the
ability to quickly switch between apps and resume where we left
oﬀ may be two of the best "future of television" features.

Apple TV: The Bad
Unfortunately, there is plenty of bad to go along with the good.
Let's forget the bugs here. In many ways, Apple TV is a 1.0
release, so a few bugs are to be forgiven. But there are also some
puzzling omissions, such as support for shared iCloud photo
streams but no support for the full iCloud Photo Library. Isn't the
entire point of the iCloud Photo Library to view photos on all of my
devices?

The App Store. I've mentioned games, but let's not forget there is
a full app store available for Apple TV. At release, there are slightly
more than 1,000 apps on Apple TV's app store. By way of
comparison, Amazon's Fire TV has been out for almost a yearand-a-half and has 1600 "channels" and Roku 3 has been out for
over two years and has 2,000 apps. It's not hard to imagine Apple
TV surpassing Roku's selection within a couple of months.

No Amazon Instant Video. This one isn't Apple's fault. In fact,
the fault lies squarely with Amazon, who has banned the sale of
Apple TV on Amazon.com because it doesn't support Amazon
Instant Video even though the only reason Apple TV doesn't
support Amazon Instant Video is because Amazon didn't submit
the app. Still, it detracts from Apple TV. Luckily, AirPlay works
quite well with Amazon Instant Video, so you can still actually
watch your Amazon Prime movies on your television set through
Apple TV, Amazon has just made the process a bit more painful.
(Thanks, Amazon!)

The Apps. I didn't get a chance to download every single app,
and mainly, I concentrated on core apps like HBO Now and Hulu
Plus. But what I did see were some good, solid apps running on
top rate hardware. This created a very seamless experience where
I could quickly scroll through HBO's huge movie database to find
something I might like to watch, an experience that is sometimes

A Disappointing Music App. Apple TV isn't just for streaming
videos and playing games. It also makes a rather good radio. Or
it would if the Music app wasn't a little disappointing. The app
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does support Apple Music, including the streaming radio station.
But it doesn't really do a great job of supporting your own music.
For example, you can play one of your playlists, but you can't
shuﬄe the playlist. And if you ask Apple TV to play you a song via
Siri all you will receive in return is a curt message about how Apple
TV can't do that.
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inputting this email address on a crazy-bad on-screen keyboard,
why can't Apple TV give me the option of auto filling this request
with the email address I use to sign into Apple services or, better,
save a list of usernames/email address to use in these instances.
Launch iPad Apps Quicker with Spotlight Search!
The App Store. Can the App Store be both good and ugly? Yes.
The existence of the App Store is absolutely great. Unfortunately,
the current implementation isn't altogether great. Apple has done
a great job of telling you what apps you should download straight
away, but if you want to go looking for some less-well-known
gems in that list of 1,000 apps available, you'll find yourself
wondering if Apple fell asleep the day app categories were
presented in App Store Building School. The lack of categories
means you will be scrolling down a "top free apps" list just to see
what all is available.

Siri. Speaking of Siri, while she may end up being a real gamechanger in the future, she's a little toothless right now. First, she's
not the same Siri as on your iPad. Not only does she lack many of
the features, she also does a poor job of recognizing your words.
For example, she had a very hard time recognizing my voice
request to "reverse 10 seconds", sometimes thinking I said "the
first" and sometimes thinking I said "verse 10 seconds". My iPad
had no problem hearing understanding me.
And not all apps support Siri's abilities. In fact, Apple TV doesn't
seem to do a good job of supporting Siri as a whole. For example,
you can search your Apple TV through the search app, but ask Siri
to "Search for Asphalt 6" and you'll quickly find out she's only
good at looking for videos.

25 Must-Have (and Free!) iPad Apps
Apple TV: The Verdict
So how does a device that has plenty of bad and ugly aspects rate
a rather good 4 stars? Mostly, it is the potential of the device rather
than the 1.0 version. And how well Apple TV plays with other iOS
devices like the iPad and the iPhone. And, finally, the lack of great
competition.

Teach Siri to Pronounce Names and Use Nicknames
Apple TV: The Ugly
The Onscreen Keyboard. Siri's limitations are compounded by
the truly awful onscreen keyboard. In what may be the most unApple-like decision, Apple TV arranges the letters of the alphabet
across the screen in a line rather than the grid used by most user
interfaces that lack keyboard or touch capabilities. This leads to a
lot of work inputting passwords and spelling out words. And it
might be bearable if Siri could come to the rescue, but in another
odd choice, you can't use Siri for voice dictation. So when you
enter the Search app, you'll be stuck with that horrible keyboard.
It would be much simpler to simply speak your search into Siri.

In spite of its faults, the biggest detractor for the fourth-generation
Apple TV is the price tag. The $149 is more than the $99 it will cost
you for an Amazon Fire TV and the $129 it will cost for the newest
Roku streaming media player. And it certainly exceeds the price of
cheaper alternatives like the $35 Chromecast. The Best Ways to
Stream Music on the iPad.
And if all you want to do is stream movies from Netflix, Hulu Plus
or HBO Go, any one of those cheaper alternatives is a bargain.
Apple TV isn't about simply being a streaming solution. Apple TV
is about becoming an entertainment solution. Your partner in
crime, as it were. It's not there yet, but the processing power of
the box allows Apple TV to grow into the "future of television".

And when are tech companies going to realize that -- most of the
time -- my username is my email address and -- crazy enough! -- it
is usually the exact same email address. Rather than repeatedly
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Right now, Apple TV is a solid 3-star product. But Apple packed
the same processor in Apple TV that powers the iPhone 6, so it
has loads of processing power potential to grow into in the future.
Apple TV a year from now should easily be a 4-star product that
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dwarfs the competition. And if you own an iPad or an iPhone,
Apple TV already is that 4-star product. AirPlay allows you to send
music and video to Apple TV, which makes your TV an extension
of your smartphone or tablet.
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David Gewirtz posted the following article to zdnet.com on
November 2, 2015. tinyurl.com/pxf8nku. © CBS Interactive. He is a
Distinguished Lecturer at CBS Interactive, an author, U.S. policy
advisor, and computer scientist. He is featured in The History
Channel special, The Presidents Book of Secrets.

TV so I can show him puppy pictures and videos when I go over to
visit him. So, yeah, been there. Done video add-on boxes.

Apple TV Review: A Diamond In The Rough - Very
Rough
By David Gewitz

Everything I'm about to tell you is fixable, either through software
revisions or through growth in the ecosystem. But right now, the
new Apple TV is disappointing -- enough so that I'm considering
returning mine.

Pros. Access to the iTunes library. Enormous potential. Voice
search (when it works). Puts AirPlay on TV.

There's a lot to discuss, so we'll proceed physical setup to
hardware to apps, and more.

Cons. Terrible remote. Limited app selection. Problematic
Bluetooth. Painful service setup.

PHYSICAL SETUP
The new Apple TV adds a USB-C port, but drops the optical audio
port. Even so, I was able to remove the three cables from my thirdgeneration Apple TV (Ethernet, HDMI, and power), and plug them
right into the new device. I didn't have to route any new wires, so
that was easy and simple.

So, I know what a good set-top box is like, and here's the thing:
right now, the new 2015 Apple TV is not a good set-top box.

Let's get a few things out of the way first thing. This is not the beall and end-all of set-top boxes. Not even close. In fact, right now
the Roku 4 bests the 2015 Apple TV in a whole bunch of ways.
Steve Jobs once called the Apple TV a hobby and at no point in its
history has it seemed more like a hobby than right now. T…

The new Apple TV comes with an automated setup mode, which
allows you to use your iOS 9 device to tell it how to connect to
your network and your Apple ID. I chose to do manual setup
because we use my wife's Apple ID for iTunes movies, and I was
setting it up while she was out.

The third-generation Apple TV felt like a finished product. A limited
product, to be sure, but finished and polished. This new fourth
generation Apple TV feels like the beginning of something,
probably something very big... but almost too early, almost still-inthe-garage early.

I also did manual setup without once touching the new remote. I
did the setup entirely using my already-programmed Harmony
remote, which worked out of the box. Basically, your old IR Apple
TV remote will still work.

Before I go further, I'd also like to establish my Apple TV bona
fides. I have owned all three previous generations of Apple TV.
There's even a hacked old Gen2 Apple TV in the gym currently
running XBMC and Boxee (remember Boxee?). I have two
generation three Apple TVs, one I just replaced with this new one,
and another hooked up to my iMac and providing me with a fourth
screen using AirPlay.

THE NEW REMOTE
The new remote is called a Siri remote, and if you want an extra,
it's $79 on the Apple Store. Don't buy an extra just because your
partner also wants a remote, though. Only one will pair with the
new Apple TV.

I've been doing set-top boxes since they first came out. I go all the
way back to VideoGuide. We have a Roku 3 in the garage and a
Roku stick in the bedroom. I dropped a Chromecast on my Dad's

Here's the thing about the new remote: It's got a mix of buttons
and touch-sensitive interface. The top of the remote is touch
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sensitive, the bottom is not. To select
something, you can't just tap the
remote, though. You have to press it
until you get a physical click (like a
mouse click).
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interface. You can ask for "crime shows on Netflix" and it will pull
up a list.
But ask Siri for "cop shows" and it shows just a few. Ask Siri for
"time travel movies" and it responds with a snarky reference to the
Time Travel feature on the Apple Watch -- a reference only a very
small number of Apple Watch users would even understand.

To be blunt, the new remote is terrible.
Swiping isn't nearly as accurate at leanback distances and as a game
controller, it's mediocre at best. I found
it very frustrating attempting to select
items. Rubbing a finger (usually a
thumb) across the trackpad surface
invariably selected the wrong item or
overshot what I was aiming for.

Siri also doesn't work in some apps -- including, oddly, the app
store itself. Voice search is far from complete, even for premium
content like CBS All Access. For example Madam Secretary shows
Season 2 on iTunes, but not on CBS All Access.
This will obviously change over time, but this is definitely an early
oﬀering.
Also, you'd think you could use the iPhone Apple TV Remote app
to control Siri on the Apple TV, but you can't. In fact, the Apple TV
Remote app doesn't connect at all to the new Apple TV.

It's very diﬃcult to tell top from bottom
on the remote. It's almost entirely
symmetrical, and the only diﬀerence is
the top is less shiny, the surface you're
supposed to use as a touch surface. In
the dark, I expect people will be
pushing the wrong buttons and talking
into the wrong end. I'll come back to
the buttons later.

GETTING STARTED WITH APPS
Speaking of early oﬀerings, the apps are so very early. When you
get this Apple TV, the main screen is pretty empty when you start.
The only icons shown are Movies, TV, Apps, Photos, Music,
Search, Settings, and Computer.
This is the screen of the new Apple TV when it first starts up.

The remote is Bluetooth, so one interesting hackerish question is
whether or not the remote could be used with other machines as
some sort of handheld mini-trackpad.

To get the other services (like Netflix, Hulu, HBO Now, CBS All
Access, and so forth), you have to go into the app store and
download them. One at a time. Annoyingly, even though I already
did a sign-in for iTunes as part of setup, as soon as I tried to
download my first app, I had to once again type in my password.
Not fun.

SIRI ON THE APPLE TV
One of the keystone features of this new Apple TV is Siri. You can
push the microphone button on the remote and talk to Siri on the
new Apple TV.

In fact, I got very, very practised at typing in passwords. I had to
individually log into all of my video services. And no, if I used
automatic setup, that wouldn't have helped. That only logged in
once to iTunes. No matter whether you use your iPhone to start or
not, you're logging into. Each. Individual. Service.

This isn't your iPhone's Siri. This is like a Siri that's still in the lab, a
Siri you might have expected to come out in 2007. There's no
helpfulness in Siri. You can't ask it any of the questions you'd
expect to ask Siri. On the Apple TV, Siri is really more of a search
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I particularly grew to hate the on-screen keyboard. Its design is
particularly annoying, especially when you have to switch between
caps and non-caps. Again, if you try to enter letters or numbers
using the touch Siri remote, you're likely to go insane. I used my
Harmony remote with actually arrows, and it was painful.
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will never be seen. That's because discoverability on the new
Apple TV app store is as bad as the remote.
When you launch the app store, there are three tabs: Featured,
Purchased, and Search. There are a bunch of apps on the
Featured tab, but far from all. For example, there's an IP scanner
app (I know, most people won't care, but we're geeks, so IP
scanners are cool). But it's not on the Featured section. The only
way you'd know it was there would be to go to search, hit 'I', and
scroll down.

It was particularly painful because...
BLUETOOTH BARELY WORKS
I'll come back to apps in a second, but this is a good time to
mention that the Bluetooth implementation in the Apple TV is
terrible. My Logitech K810 keyboard (which connects to everything
and has three bluetooth connections) would not connect to the
Apple TV. In fact, none of my Bluetooth keyboards would connect,
which is why I was stuck using the on-screen keyboard.

There is no browse option. There are no categories. Nothing.
Here's how iMore figured out how to show all the apps: SEE
VIDEO ON SITE.
As for the apps themselves, beyond Netflix, HBO Now, Hulu, CBS
All Access, and a few other media content apps, there is nothing
of interest. There are a few bad Frogger clones, but that's about as
good as it gets.

One of the reasons I was particularly excited about the new Apple
TV was so that we could use a pair of Bluetooth headphones with
it. While we have a wired headphone that can connect to the amp,
the wire is annoying and a tripping hazard.

Yes, there are also a few space battle games, but because every
game is required to work with the Siri remote, they suﬀer from
control limitations. Requiring the Siri remote for all games is a
limiting factor and it will squelch some game designers. Gaming
this way is uncomfortable and limits the quality of games.

Bluetooth would be great, because sometimes my wife watches
TV while I'm writing, and this way it would be easy for her to watch
her gritty cop shows and I wouldn't have to hear them.
I was able to pair two of the five diﬀerent Bluetooth headphones I
have to the Apple TV. But on one of them, volume was too low to
hear, and even though I ratcheted up volume on the headphones
(and even tried on the Apple TV remote), it was still too low to hear.
A second pair was at least usable, but I know they can be much
louder.
The thing is, it's impossible to control the volume of the Apple TV.
Apple includes volume controls on the remote, but they're meant
to provide IR signals to your amp or TV. They don't control volume
for a Bluetooth headphone.
VERY LIMITED APP SELECTION
I feel terribly bad for the Apple TV app developers who pushed
really hard to get an app out for launch. The odds are, their oﬀering
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Some of the showcase apps are quite odd, as well. For example,
there's an AirBNB app and a Zillow app. So if you want to sit in
front of your Apple TV and look for a bed and breakfast or a
property to buy, you're all set. But these are the sort of things
you'd easily fling onto the Apple TV via AirPlay. There's no real
reason for them to be on the Apple TV.
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Finally, the new white background is terrible for dark rooms. What
were they thinking? Was anyone who actually used the Apple TV in
a dark living room actually involved in the design or testing?
SHOULD YOU BUY ONE?
If you currently have an Apple TV, I'd say "no". At least not until
there are some killer apps. The setup process for all the video
services is a royal pain, the interface is clunky, the remote is
terrible, and there are no killer apps -- heck, there are no
compelling apps.

Now, clearly over time, there will be some good apps. This is an
Apple app ecosystem, after all. But today? Nada. Zip. Zero.
Boring. Dull. Uninspiring.
Two last thoughts about apps. Where is Safari? We have a
touchscreen remote, why not a browser? After all, even the Wii
had a browser.

If you don't have an Apple TV, you might want to simply because
the selection of movies and TV shows from the iTunes store is
quite comprehensive. Otherwise, I'd recommend a Roku. The new
Roku 4 has support for 4K, it has Amazon video support, and the
remote allows you to plug in a pair of headphones. Plus, the Roku
4 is $20 cheaper than the $149 Apple TV model.

Second, just in case you haven't done enough signing in, the first
time you try a game on the Apple TV, you'll be required to sign into
Game Center. So yet another sign-in.

Here's the thing: most of the problems with the new Apple TV can
be fixed. Whether or not Apple fixes the Bluetooth is questionable,
because that's supporting non-Apple products. But they might.

OTHER OBSERVATIONS
Apple has promoted its visual screen saver, which is basically a set
of scenes that are supposed to be pleasant and attractive. But it's
annoying. Right now, I have a right-scrolling image of the San
Francisco sunset, which means there's a bright light right in the
middle of the screen as the thing scrolls to the right. There was a
nice view of a bridge the other day, but I haven't seen it for the last
two days.

And while the remote is terrible, Siri is bound to improve. More to
the point, apps will undoubted improve. While there will be tons
and tons of pop quiz garbage apps, it's reasonable to expect
some outstanding oﬀerings as well.
But not right away. Good stuﬀ will take a while, probably six
months or more. I'll check back in six months and at that time, I'm
sure many of my complaints will go away. Now, however, I'm just
trying to figure out how to break the news to my wife that the
bears are gone from our screen saver.

There is also no longer the ability to use a Flickr account as a
screen saver. One of our favorite things was using a collection of
amazing Alaskan bear images from a Flickr account as our screen
saver. That's not possible anymore, unless we download all those
images and put them on a Mac and set up computer sharing or
use iCloud.
Old Apple TV users will also notice that there is no longer a
podcast app. At all. Old Apple TV users will note that there's no
longer the 'boing' sound when you reach the end of a row or
column. It's a nit, I know. Even so, I miss it.
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The Following Article Was Posted To Osxdaily.Com On October 24,
2015. tinyurl.com/q35gdbv. © Osx Daily. Try The Site. Lots Of Tips
And Good Info.
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• TV, HDTV, or digital projector that has an HDMI input – this will
be the target display for mirroring the iOS screen to
•

How To Connect An iPhone Or iPad To A TV

•

HDMI cable – a reasonably long length is preferable for many
situations
Lightning Digital AV Adapter for iPhone & iPad

This is what the Lightning to HDMI cable looks like, it also has a
lightning port on there if you wish to charge an iOS device or have
it connected to a power source while in use.

Once you have all the hardware, the remaining setup is extremely
easy to get the iPhone or iPad connected to a TV screen.
Connecting the iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch to a TV, Display,
Projector, with HDMI

You can easily connect any iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch to a TV
screen or even many projectors with the help of a wired connector
adapter and HDMI cable. As long as the recipient TV, display, or
projector has an HDMI input port, you can mirror the iPhone or
iPad display directly to that screen. This is great for presentations,
demonstrations, watching videos or movies, and so much more.
The output video can be a maximum of 1080p HDTV resolution,
and yes both video and audio are transmitted, mirrored from iOS
to the TV screen.

1. Be sure the iOS device is powered on
2. Connect the Lightning Digital AV Adapter to the iPhone, iPad,
or iPod touch
3. Connect the HDMI cable to the Lightning AV adapter then also
connect the HDMI cable to the TV, display, or projector you
wish to export the iOS screen to

If you don’t want to use HDMI, you can also use a wireless method
with AirPlay as described here too.

4. Toggle the settings on the TV or projector to the appropriate
HDMI input, this diﬀers between TV, displays, and projectors,
but typically it’s within the “Input” options on displays

Requirements for Connecting an iPhone or iPad to a TV /
Projector with HDMI
• iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch with a Lightning connector port

5. When the correct HDMI input is found, iOS will detect the
secondary screen and immediately start projecting the iPhone,
iPad, or iPod touch display mirrored on the TV
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You can now use iOS as usual, with the screen mirrored to the
other display or TV. Play a video, game, run through a
presentation, show a demonstration, play a slideshow, share
pictures on a larger screen, whatever you want to do on the iOS
device is now in full screen on the TV.
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wider screen TV display. This is particularly important for watching
movies and video from an iOS device connected to a TV:
It also helps with apps that support the horizontal / widescreen
format too, like Safari.
Without rotating into horizontal mode, the picture will simply
display on the TV or projector smaller than it would otherwise if
widescreen is possible, like playing a movie.
So while using a wired connection and HDMI cable is less fancy
than using wireless like AirPlay, there’s also much less
troubleshooting required since you basically just connect the
cables and you’re good to go. You can go about connecting a Mac
to a TV in a similar cabled fashion, which is equally as useful,
though doing that requires a diﬀerent adapter than what is
necessary for connecting an iOS device to a TV screen as we’ve
covered here.
Of course, using a cabled solution may not be as fancy as
mirroring a display wirelessly with AirPlay, but it works nearly
flawlessly and there’s so little setup involved that it can be great
solution for those who don’t mind the wired connection. If you
have an Apple TV and want to use the AirPlay solution instead, you
can read more about that here.

Note if the device is oriented vertically, large black bars will appear
on both sides of the mirrored iOS screen. Because of this, you’ll
likely want to turn oﬀ orientation lock so that you can rotate the
iPhone or iPad screen into horizontal position to better match the

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Macrelated application, hardware, book, accessory, or training
package, all you have to do is review them for the MLMUG
Website and Newsletter. Just contact Maria Arguello, our
Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s
name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a review
copy. You keep what you review.
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on
November 11, 2015. tinyurl.com/pbhev3k. © The Mac Observer.
Bob is the author of more than 75 books, a computer columnist for
more than 15 years for the Houston Chronicle, and Mac expert, par
excellence. He writes a weekly column for The Mac Observer and
is one of my favorite authors and speakers.

A Tale Of Three iPhone Cases
By Bob LeVitus
I like iPhone cases and I rarely leave home without one. The case
manufacturers have apparently taken note; in the weeks following
the release of the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus I received at least a dozen
cases to check out.
So for the past couple of months I’ve been testing a diﬀerent case
every few days. Most cases worked as expected, and none of
them was horrible, but there were only two that I liked enough to
use everyday (at least when I’m not testing other cases).
But before I tell you about those, I
asked my wife Lisa to assist in
testing, but she fell in love with the
first case she tried and that was
that. Her pick was Numbers by
SwitchEasy ($14.99), a smooth,
simple plastic case with a nice
“soft-touch.” It oﬀers reasonable
protection against damage and
comes in five colors: Frost White,
Stealth Black, Baby Pink, Methyl
Blue, and the color Lisa fell for,
Sunlit Tangerine. It didn’t do much
for me but she loves it.

and dustproof while adding very little bulk. In the past I’ve used
LifeProof cases, which are also water, shock, and dust-proof, but I
like the Obex case even better because it’s easier to put on and
remove, feels a bit slimmer, and its waterproof Touch ID seems to
work more reliably.
I expect to use the Obex most of the time when I’m not testing
other cases. It has built-in screen and lens protectors and is
shock-and-water proof so when I drop it onto concrete or into a
pool or toilet, as I invariably do, the phone should come out
unscathed.
Last, but not least, there are times when I can’t use an ultraprotective case like the Obex. For example, I like to use Olloclip
telephoto, wide-angle, and macro lenses, which require removing
the case. Even though the Obex is easier to open and close than
the LifeProof, it’s still too much trouble when I’m using clip-on
lenses.

Lisa’s pick: SwitchEasy’s
As for me, after extensive testing I Numbers case in Sunlit
couldn’t settle on a single case for all
Tangerine
occasions, so I settled on two. The
first is Seidio's Obex ($79.95), which is waterproof, shockproof,
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So the case I use when I’m planning to shoot with an Olloclip lens
is called the Jewel ($19.99) and it’s made of transparent rubbery
plastic so it goes on and comes oﬀ in mere seconds. I like the
raised lip all around the screen and the reinforced ballistic corners
to better protect against cracked screens from corner impacts.
Like the Obex, it claims to protect against drops up to 6 feet, but
it’s not water or dust-proof.

The Jewel by Ballistic is more protective than
many, but not water or dust-proof.
So… Lisa’s loves the Numbers case; I’m alternating between the
Obex and the Jewel; you can’t go wrong with any of the three.
And that’s all he wrote…
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Oscar Raymundo posted the following article to macworld.com on
November 10, 2015. tinyurl.com/lrn76e6. © Mac Publishing.LLC.
He is a Staﬀ Writer at Macworld and has written for Wired, National
Geographic, and. Rolling Stone.
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Apple Pay is currently accepted
at more than 700,000 locations
nationwide, and Pay Finders
makes it easy to navigate
through all those businesses by
plotting them on a map. You can
also view it as a list of nearby
Apple Pay-equipped stores
ranked by distance.

This iPhone App Shows You Which Stores Near You
Accept Apple Pay
Looking for a store that takes Apple Pay? The Pay Finders app will
show them to you on a map.

“When you see this, you have no
doubt in your mind that [Apple
Pay] is much more ubiquitous
than we were led to believe,”
Roemmele told Re/code. “Even
by Apple.”

By Oscar Raymundo

If you register on the app, you
can also submit a store to be
included in the directory. It can
be either a store that currently
accepts Apple Pay but it’s not
listed, or a store you would like
to be able to accept Apple Pay.
Pay Finders will also reach out to store to oﬀer free options to
upgrade their pay-to-contact terminal to accept Apple Pay.
Business owners can also list their store if it’s missing on the app.

Apple Pay has been around for a little over a year, but it’s still
diﬃcult to know which stores let you bust out your iPhone or Apple
Watch to pay.

The impact on you: Despite the impressive number of partners,
Apple has secured to take Apple Pay, it still only accounts for half
of the businesses in the U.S.

Pay Finders is a free iOS app to help you find a store near you with
the NFC technology needed to accept Apple Pay. It’s not the first
app of its kind, but its creator, entrepreneur Brian Roemmele, told
Re/code that he hopes to make it be the most accurate by using
crowd-sourced data from Apple Pay users, as well as the business
owners themselves.

In future versions of the app, Roemmele hopes to incorporate
location-based notifications to let you know if you’re near a store
that takes Apple Pay. According to Roemmele, some iPhone users
who are set up to use Apple Pay can easily forget to use it unless
they are reminded right before reaching the register.

Apple Pay being used in the UK. The company is reportedly exploring a
mobile payment service where individuals could send each other money
through their iPhones.
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Jennifer Jolly posted the following article to nytimes.com on
November 16, 2015. tinyurl.com/pygsyjv. © The New York Times
Company. She is an American journalist and broadcaster. She is a
tech lifestyle contributor, nationally syndicated columnist and tech
and social media commentator.
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but to get the most accurate count, it helps to carry your phone in
your hand, jacket, or jeans pocket.
Samsung Galaxy S3 phones and newer come with the option to
use a preloaded health app called S Health, which performs a
similar tracking of steps and movement as well as calories burned,
but you’ll have to take a few minutes to set it up the first time you
use it.

Five Ways Your Smartphone Can Help Your Health
By Jennifer Jolly

Heart Rate Monitors: Samsung’s S Health app also has a place to
measure your heart rate. Tap the orange heart with an EKG-like
line running through it, then edit your profile with your name,
gender, birthday, height, weight and activity level. Tap “save” and it
takes you back to an orange screen. Touch “measure” at the
bottom the pane, then place your finger on the infrared sensor next
to the camera on the back of the device. When it’s done getting a
reading (mine is 80 beats per minute as I stand at my desk and
type this), it shows whether you’re within a healthy range for your
current status of “resting.” Over time you can use this to measure
and track trends as well.

A doctor friend once told me the best thing I could do for my
health was to turn oﬀ my cellphone. But that was before
smartphone makers began building health and safety features into
their phones. Here are five healthful tricks your phone can do.

Samsung makes no medical claims as to the accuracy of the
device, but when I’ve used it used it side-by-side with other wristworn trackers, such as an Apple Watch, a Fitbit Surge or a Basis
Peak, the results are similar. Using the same sensor on the back of
the Samsung device, you can also get a rough reading of oxygen
saturation, which is especially helpful for athletes or people with
asthma. In fact, Samsung’s S Health app is the most feature-rich
and wellness-packed of all that I’ve tried. It includes a section for
nutrition tracking as well that rivals third-party apps such as Lose
It! or MyFitnessPal.

Medical ID: Apple’s Medical ID turns any iPhone 4s or newer
model into an mobile medical alert bracelet. Tap on your phone’s
Health app icon (it’s the white square with a red heart) to find it.
Setting up your phone’s medical ID allows doctors or emergency
workers to tap and hold the Emergency button on your home
screen — even when it’s locked — to access medical conditions,
allergies, emergency contacts, blood type and other potentially
lifesaving information. (Make sure you enable the “show when
locked” switch.)

Track Your Family: Some might call it spying, but I like to think of
it more as making sure everyone is safely where they should be.
Find My iPhone automatically comes on any iPhone model running
iOS 9, as long as you enable location services on that device. To
do that, snag your teenagers phone and tap the Settings icon,
scroll down to Privacy and turn on Location Services. To find
someone, tap your Find My iPhone app (a green radar beacon) on

Fitness Tracking: Most smartphones now come equipped with
motion sensors that measure steps, distance traveled and even
stairs climbed. To find this feature on an iPhone, head back to the
Health app. Click on the dashboard and panes open up showing
steps, walking and running distance, and flights climbed. It shows
your daily, weekly, monthly and yearly totals. No setup is required,
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your own device or log in to iCloud to see connected devices on a
map with their location. If you don’t share an iCloud account with
your kids, you’ll need their passwords in order to see where they
are.

Jeﬀ Gamet posted the following article to macobserver.com on
October 7, 2015. tinyurl.com/nj2rlvu. © The Mac Observer Inc. He
is the Mac Observer’s Managing Editor, and co-host of the Apple
Context Machine podcast.

Apple phones also come with Family Sharing or Find My Friends
features that you can use to keep tabs on your brood as well. (Go
to settings and iCloud to find it.) I don’t use these as much
because with Family Sharing, a few racy texts between my
husband and I showed up on an iPad that the whole family uses
(awkward). And with Find My Friends, my daughter has too much
control to lock me out when it’s convenient for her.

How To Enable Wi-Fi Calling On Your iPhone
By Jeff Gamet
Now that AT&T says it can flip the switch and give iPhone owners
Wi-Fi calling, we need to turn it on in our phones. That's easy to
do, and assuming AT&T has enabled Wi-Fi calling in your area, lets
you use broadband Wi-Fi connections whenever you have a weak
cell signal. Read on to see how to turn it on.

Voice-Activated 911: When Sam Ray, 18, was trapped beneath
the two-ton pickup truck he was working on this past August in
Tennessee, the pressure pinning his body activated Siri on the
iPhone he had tucked in his back pocket. Mr. Ray yelled for the
digital assistant to dial 911. It worked. After being rescued,
airlifted, and treated for several broken ribs, a bruised kidney, cuts,
a concussion and burns to his left arm, the lifesaving butt-dial
made headlines around the world. “I’ve never heard of a story
where you can figure out a way to use Siri to call 911 and get
yourself rescued,” said Rick Miller, the chief of trauma and surgical
care at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, where Mr.
Ray was treated.

First you need to have a compatible iPhone. That includes the
iPhone 5c, iPhone 5s, iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, and the iPhone 6s and
6s Plus.
To enable Wi-Fi calling on your iPhone, do this:
Go to Settings > Phone > Wi-Fi Calling
Switch Wi-Fi Calling on This iPhone to On

No matter what smartphone brand you favor, there’s now a way to
get most new mobile devices to call 911 for help just by yelling at
the device — but you have to set up voice activation first. With
iPhone, find it under Settings, General and Siri. Then just say “Hey
Siri,” and tell her to dial 911. Newer Android phones have Google
Now voice activation. Saying “O.K. Google,” turns it on so that you
can ask your phone to dial 911 or any other emergency contact
completely touch-free. The Samsung S6 edge+ has a similar
feature called SOS that is not voice-activated, but still pretty cool.
After setup, trigger SOS by pressing the Power key three times
quickly. It automatically snaps a picture from the front and back
camera, records a quick audio clip, and sends a Google Maps link
of your exact location to any contact that you’ve programmed it to.

Set Wi-Fi calling to on
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Tap Enable in the information dialog
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replaced with "AT&T Wi-Fi" in the status bar next to the signal
strength dots.

You may also have to confirm your address for emergency
services.

This is what you see when Wi-Fi calling is enabled

If you don't want to use Wi-Fi for calls, you can go back into
Settings and disable it whenever you like.

Tap Enable to really turn on Wi-Fi Calling
Assuming Wi-Fi calling is enabled in your area, you're set. If not,
you'll see a warning saying Wi-Fi calling isn't available yet.
Denied? That means AT&T hasn't enabled Wi-Fi calling in your
area yet.
Your iPhone will automatically use Wi-Fi for your calls when it can.
You can tell when you're using Wi-Fi because "AT&T" will be
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Nancy Gravely posted the following article to macobserver.com on
November 6, 2013. tinyurl.com/obspb4z. © The Mac Observer, Inc.
She is a columnist at The Mac Observer.
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App Actions
Another cool feature on iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus you might
want to check out is Actions. Instead of opening an app and then
choosing an action, you can bypass that step on most apps made
by Apple and many third party apps, too. This is all made possible
by a new feature called 3D Touch.

7 Tips For iOS 9 On iPhone
By Nancy Gravley
You know, it is getting hard to keep up with all the new options
available on our iOS devices. My advice to beginners is to just
learn the ones you want or need and leave all of the other ones
until later. Of course, to do that you have to know which options
you want It's a modern chicken/egg conundrum, but I’ve gathered
a few iOS options that readers might find helpful or just fun.

To use 3D Touch, press down hard on the app icon and a menu
appears from which you can choose your action. For instance,
press hard on the Numbers app and you can instantly start a new
spreadsheet.
Press down hard on the Photos icon and you can choose from
four actions.

Live Photos
Live Photos is a new feature
included with iPhone 6s and
6s plus. Whenever you take a
photo the phone also captures
a couple of seconds of video
on either side of the shot.
When you open the image in
your photo app you can press
on the image and bring that
picture to life. It is totally cool.
To take a Live Photo, set your
built-in Camera app to Photos,
and tap the circles at the top
so that they are turned on. The
circles tur n yellow when
active, as shown in the image
below.
One note though – Live Photo
files take up a lot of storage
space. You can turn the
feature on and oﬀ by tapping
on the three yellow circles.

App Action with
Numbers
Using Live Photo
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Siri
Siri just gets better and better.
For instance, you can say “Hey
Siri” and ask several diﬀerent
kinds of questions. Before you
can use the “Hey Seri” option
you have to set it up so it
recognizes your voice.

Adjust 3D Touch

Go to Settings> General > Siri.
If it is not active, change the
button to green and select
Activate. (If it is already green,
just turn it oﬀ and back on. The
setup option will appear.) You
will be asked to speak several
specific phrases into your
phone and when it is set up
properly it will tell you it is done.
Then you can do things like ask
Siri “Hey Siri, Where is my
Phone?” or "What is the
weather forecast?” If you have a
webpage open on your phone
you can tell Siri “Remind me of
this when I get home. You can also
open many accessibility features just by
asking, "Hey Siri, Turn on (feature)."

Swipe Up for Delete
and More Options

Adjust 3D Touch
If you have problems with the sensitivity of 3D Touch, you can
change it. Go into Settings > General > Accessibility > 3D There is
a sample image there so you can test the setting to meet your
personal needs.

Allow "Hey Siri"

Siri can do basic sums and a few other math options. She can
convert measurements (miles to kilometers) or monetary values
(for instance, American dollars to English pounds.) You must
preface your request with “Convert….)

Deleting Photos On Your Phone with a Swipe
In iOS 9 you can delete photos with a swipe. With the Photos app
open, choose Albums > Camera Roll. Press down on an image.
The image gets bigger. Don’t let go of the image and swipe up.
Options appear at the bottom of your screen, allowing you to copy,
mark as a favorite, share, or delete. If you choose delete, it asks
you again before acting.

Search Field
To activate the search field on your phone you have to place your
finger in the middle of the screen and pull down. In the previous
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iOS you had to be very careful to get your finger in the middle and
not too high up on the screen or you would get something other
than the search field. Now, in iOS 9, when you place your finger on
the screen anywhere and pull down you will
get the search field.

Click on the action icon at the bottom of the screen.
That takes you to the action page that you use to send your
pictures by email, messages, etc. The last option is Use As
Wallpaper. Choose it and it is done.
Select Use as Wallpaper

Use Your Own Photos As Screen Savers
This is so easy to do and gives you more
personalization of your phone. Choose your
photo and click on your chosen image. You
can even choose a Live Photo if you wish.
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I hope these tips give you the incentive to make your iPhone your
own.
Chosen Image
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James Kendrick posted the following article to zdnet.com on June
10, 2015. tinyurl.com/nd68nrl. © CBS Interactive. He has been
using mobile devices since they weighed 30 pounds. He has
written for Pocket PC Magazine, Information Week, the New York
Times, and Salon.com.
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If the app in the Slide Over pane is not the one needed, swiping
down from the top of the display opens up a vertical strip of icons.
Tap one and it instantly opens that app in the narrow window.
When done working in this pane, tap the main window and the app
on the right closes and the primary app is active.

iOS 9 On iPad: How To Use Multitasking And What It
Means For Work
Apple is adding productivity enhancements to its mobile OS -Slide Over, multitasking, and the QuickType keyboard -- that work
together to make the iPad a full computer replacement.
By James Kendrick
Owners of the iPad, especially the iPad Air 2, are in for a treat
when iOS 9 ships later this year. Apple is introducing some
features that will make the latest iPad much more productive for
getting work done. Slide Over, multitasking, and the QuickType
keyboard will work together to make the iPad a full computer
replacement.

Slide Over

Slide Over app switcher

With the Slide Over window running with the second app, drag it
toward the other app's pane and slide it further out. The two app's
windows will share the screen side-by-side.

Apple has long been chided for the lack of multitasking -- and
rightly so. People occasionally need to work in two apps at the
same time. Fortunately, Apple listened and is bringing multitasking
to the iPad in an intuitive way.

The two apps will then run together and the two windows can be
adjusted for size. Apple has demonstrated two apps with a 70/30
window split and a 50/50 split screen. Changing the window size is
done by dragging the border between the two apps into other
configurations. It's not clear if the windows can be adjusted to
other sized splits.

Some think that split window capability indicates Apple is getting
ready for a bigger iPad targeting the enterprise. It would certainly
make one more productive but I'm not sure the company will
release such an iPad.

Both apps are running and
interaction can be done with
either one. This facilitates
copying information from one
and pasting it in the other.

SLIDE OVER, MULTITASKING, AND QUICKTYPE
The first stage of multitasking in iOS 9 is Slide Over. This comes
into play when you are working in an app in typical full screen but
you want to jump into a second app without closing the first one.

Closing one of the apps is as
easy as dragging the border
between the apps to slide the
desired app to take up the
whole screen. This will make

Simply swipe in from the right side of the display and a narrow
pane opens up. A second app is running in the new pane that the
user can work with as usual. The original app is grayed out but
waiting to be used.
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it a simple swipe to devote the display to the task at hand.

better than the four-finger swipe I currently use to jump between
apps.

The third feature appearing in iOS 9 that is significant for work is
the QuickType onscreen keyboard. Apple has added a new feature
to make editing onscreen text intuitive, and has also added
something that should have been there from the beginning of iOS.

The Slide Over feature will also be useful. No matter what I am
doing full screen I will be able to jump into email, Twitter, or
another app with just a swipe. This will be great when I want only
the main window for work.

QuickType morphs into a trackpad when two fingers touch it at the
same time. The cursor can be moved to the desired spot on the
screen where text can be cut, copied, or pasted with ease. This is
much more precise than the tap-the-screen method we have now.
No more dragging those tiny blue handles to select text.

I do a lot of copy editing over the course of each day and the
QuickType keyboard will make a huge impact on this process. I will
use the trackpad feature all the time and can't wait to get this.
Apple only demonstrated multitasking with its own apps, but
hopefully third party app developers will jump on compatibility with
the new features. Apple indicated that apps already coded with
auto-layout in iOS 8 should be simple to update for the new
version.

The new keyboard further facilitates editing onscreen by putting
common functions at the top of the
keyboard. Place the cursor where
you want, select text, and tap a
button to cut, copy, or paste.
These keyboard improvements are
great, but one that will impact every
iPad user is that the onscreen
keyboard will finally indicate the
capitalization state on the keys.
Every other OS does this and at last
the iOS QuickType does too. No
more guessing if the next keystroke
will be a capital letter or not.
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WHAT YOU NEED
You will need the iPad Air 2 to use all of these new features, no
doubt due to the processing power needed to handle multiple
apps running and displaying at once. That aside, the QuickType
keyboard and Slide Over can be used on the iPad Air and all iPad
minis. Owners of older iPads will need to upgrade to get the
benefits of any of the new features.
Apple will be releasing a public beta of iOS 9 this summer, with the
full release this fall. These new features are so significant I may
install the beta on my iPad Air 2. I can't wait to use it.

QuickType

GETTING WORK DONE

The next version of iOS will be great for work, but life's not all
about work.

These new features in iOS 9 will dramatically improve my work. I
use the iPad Air 2 as my main work system; while that works well
enough, the three features outlined above will greatly increase my
productivity.
My work consists of a lot of online research, and I can envision
having a browser open in one pane and the editor I use in the
other. Being able to see the research while writing will be much
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2. Cheaper Apps
The iPad comes with a number of apps quite capable of
completing many of our routine tasks. These include a web
browser, a mail client, a calendar, an alarm clock, a maps package,
a notepad, a video conferencing client and a contacts list. It also
includes tablet-specific apps, such as a camera, a photos app, a
video library and an app for playing music.

10 Benefits Of An iPad Over A PC
The Pros of an iPad over a Desktop or Laptop PC
By Daniel Nations

Apple has also made their iWork suite and iLife suite free for new
iPad users, which gives you a word processor, spreadsheet,
presentation software, a music studio and a video editor.

Whether you are hoping the iPad can replace your laptop,
considering dumping your desktop PC for the iPad, or simply want
to know if the iPad is really worth the price, it is important to know
the benefits of owning an iPad. Most of us use our PC for fairly
basic tasks, such as reading email, browsing the web, watching
movies, checking sports scores and updating Facebook. For
some, the iPad can not only replace their PC, but actually has
some major benefits.

You will also find a ton of free apps in the App Store. And even
when an app has a price tag, it is much lower than on a PC, with
most apps ranging between $.99 and $4.99. More »
3. Gaming
Along with cheaper apps, the
iPad is a great solution for
gaming.
In addition to casual
games like Despicable Me:
Minion Rush and Smash Hit,
there are a growing number of
hardcore games that can satisfy
even the most serious gamer.
This includes classic RPGs like
Star Wars: Knights of the Old
Republic and a full-featured
version of XCOM: Enemy Within, which plays the same as it does
on consoles.

A Buyer's Guide to the iPad
1. Portability
Let's start with the obvious. The
iPad is extremely portable, weighing
under 1.5 pounds and just over a
third of an inch thick. The iPad Air is
9.5 inches by 7.3 inches, small
enough to fit into a handbag and
some purses. The iPad Mini is even
more portable, weighing half as
much as its big brother and only 7.9
inches long by 5.3 inches wide.

And like most of the apps on the iPad, games tend to be cheaper
than their console counterparts. In fact, a lot of great games are
priced at $5 and under. More »

The iPad certainly
And the portability of the iPad doesn't
makes a better video start outside of the house. The ease of
camera than a
using it on the couch or in lying in bed
watching a movie will make you never
want to lift a full-sized laptop again.
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4. Ease of Use
The iPad's interface is very intuitive, making it easy to use even for
those who normally don't get along well with technology. While
there is a lot of advanced technology under the hood, such as a
global search feature and multitasking capabilities, the basic day-
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to-day use of the device is so easy that most people are quite
happily using it in only a matter of hours.
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dismiss as Siri as a marketing gimmick regulated to checking
sports scores and searching for nearby restaurants, but she's quite
a bit more capable than many people realize.

Apple doesn't clutter the main screen with clocks and widgets and
other features you may not always want to use. Instead, the main
screen is filled with the main reason you purchased the iPad: apps.
Tap an app, and it opens. Click the home button, which is the
only physical button on the front of the iPad, and the app closes.
Swipe from right-to-left or from left-to-right, and you move
between pages. It's that simple.. More »

Among the many things you can use Siri for is setting reminders,
whether it is to take out the trash in the morning or to prepare for
an upcoming meeting. And speaking of meetings, she can also
keep track of your daily schedule. Need a quick timer? She's got
it. She can also set your alarm clock, text people without touching
the on-screen keyboard, place telephone calls, play music, update
Facebook, search the web and launch apps for you. More »

5. Music and Movies
The entertainment value doesn't stop with games. The iPad
supports popular streaming video apps like Netflix, Amazon Prime
and Hulu Plus. It also has access to dozens of apps from
broadcast television and cable providers, such as CBS, NBC, Time
Warner and DirectTV.

8. GPS Replacement
If you have an iPad with a data connection, it can easily replace
the GPS in your car. This is one of many tricks an iPad can do that
most laptops simply can't support. iPad models with cellular data
(4G) support include an Assisted-GPS chip. Combined with Apple
Maps app that comes pre-installed on the iPad or the freely
downloadable Google Maps, this can make a pretty good
alternative to GPS devices, even allowing for hands-free turn-byturn navigation.

The iPad also expands your music possibilities. In addition to the
music you can buy in the iTunes store, you get access to Apple
Music, Pandora, iHeartRadio and many other music streaming
services.

9. 10 Hours of Battery Life
Going hand-in-hand with the portability is the extended battery life.
The iPad can run for 10 hours of moderate use without the need to
recharge, which beats a laptop. This battery life may not extend
quite so long under heavy usage, but even if you are having your
own Doctor Who marathon using Netflix streaming, you should be
able to watch 7 to 8 hour-long episodes before you need to plug it
in. Tips to Save on Battery Life

6. eReader
Laptops support eBooks, but they are
very clumsy in comparison to a true
eReader. The iPad's iBooks app is one
of the best eReaders on the market,
with an excellent interface that flips
pages like a real book. The iPad also
supports Amazon's Kindle books, with
a free Kindle reader available in the
App Store. You can also download a
reader for Barnes and Noble Nook
books.

10. Cost
The current generation iPad Air starts at $499, which is a rather
cheap price when you consider the free benefits that come with an
iPad. You can also save a little space and money by going with the
current generation iPad Mini, which starts at $399. Apple also has
a full lineup of older models that still function quite well, allowing
you to purchase a brand new iPad for as low as $269.

7. Siri
There are a number of ways the iPad
can boost productivity, and Siri counts
highly among them.
It is easy to
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store large amounts of data that can be accessed and written to
very quickly.
Every hard drive is comprised of several key components: case,
drive motor, platters, drive heads and a logic board. The case
provides protection for the drive in a sealed environment away
from dust particles. The motor spins the drive up so the data can
be read oﬀ of the platters. The platters hold the magnetic media
that stores the actual data. The drive heads are used to read and
write the data to the platters. Finally the logic board controls how
the drive interfaces and talks to the rest of the computer system.

Hard Drive Failures
Are Drive Failures Increasing?
By Mark Kyrnin
Introduction
Hard drive crashes are
one of the most
f r u s t r a t i n g
experiences one can
have with a computer.
The inability to read
data oﬀ of the hard
drive can render a
computer useless.
Even if the OS can
run, the data may be
inaccessible or
damaged. The only way
to recover from such a failure is to typically restore data from a
backup onto a new drive with all the software installed from
scratch. If no backup is available, then the data is either lost or will
cost a lot for recovery services to retrieve.

For a more detailed look at what a hard drive is, I recommend
reading the How Hard Drives Work from How Stuﬀ Works.
Common Drive Failures
The most common failure for a hard drive is something called a
head crash. A head crash is any instance where the drive head
manages to touch a platter. When this happens, the magnetic
media will be etched oﬀ of the platter by the head and render both
the data and the drive head inoperable.
There is no clean recovery from such a failure.
Another common failure comes from imperfections on the
magnetic media. Any time that a sector on the disk fails to properly
hold the magnetic alignment will cause data to be inaccessible.
Typically drives will have a few of these located on the platter, but
they are marked out of use by a low level format from the
manufacturer. Later low level formats can be done to mark sectors
as unusable so they will not be used, but this is a long process
that erases all data from the drive.

This article is going to take a look at what causes hard drive
failures, if failures are becoming more frequent and what steps one
can take to try and avoid problems in the event of a failure.

Before understanding what can cause a failure, it is important to
know the basics of how a hard drive functions.

Mobile systems tended to be prone to platters that shattered. This
was due to the fact that most hard drive platters are made of glass
and were susceptible to shock. Most manufacturers have or are
switching to other materials to prevent this from happening.

A hard drive is essentially a large device with magnetic storage
media that is encased on rigid platters. This allows the drive to

If there is electrical problems with the logic board, data on the
drive can become unreadable or damaged. This is due to the logic

Hard Drive Basics
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board being unable to properly communicate between the
computer system and the hard drive.
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Of course, factors such as the increase in data density and
number of platters may also be contributing the the chances of
hard drive failure.

MTBF

The more parts and the tighter the density of the data on the
platters means that there are more things that can potentially go
wrong to cause data loss or a failure. To counter this though,
technology has been improving. Better motors, chemical
composition of the media and other materials means that failures
that used to happen due to these parts are less likely to occur.

In order for consumers to get a good idea of the lifespan of a hard
drive, a drive was rated by something called MTBF. This term
stands for Mean Time Between Failure and is used to represent
the length of time that 50 percent of drives would fail before and
50 percent would fail after. It is used to give an idea to a buyer as
to the average amount of time the device will function for. This was
typically listed by the manufacturers on all computer drives but in
recent years it has been removed from all consumer drives. They
are still listed for enterprise class hard drives.

There is no hard evidence that failures are occurring more
frequently. From my own personally experience, I have not seen an
increase in the number of drives failing, but other people that I
work with have seen a fair number of drives in their computers
have problems. This is anecodotal evidence though.

Capacity vs. Reliability
Hard drive sizes have been increasing dramatically over the last
few years. This is due to the increase in the density of data being
stored on the platters and the number of platters that are being
placed inside of a hard drive case. For example, most drives used
to feature two or maybe three platters, but many now can have up
to four total platters. This increase in the number of parts and the
reduction in space has greatly reduced the tolerances that the
drives have and increases the amount of possible chance of
failure.

Warranties may be a good indicator of how the industry is dealing
with reliability.

Are Drives More Prone to Failure Now?

What to Do in Case of Drive Failure?

A lot of this has to do with the construction and use of hard drives.
Most consumer computers were used only few a few hours per
day. This meant that the drives did not have as long of continuous
use that increase factors such as heat and movement that can
lead to failures. Computers are much more prevalent in our lives
and are being used for longer periods.

The biggest problem with a drive failure is the amount of data that
can be lost. With the increase in the number of digital devices that
we use and resulting data being stored on our computer systems,
it is much more disruptive to our lives to have it destroyed. Data
recover from damaged drives can range from several hundred
dollars to several thousand. Data recovery services aren't flawless
either. A head crash will likely remove the magnetic media from the
platter destroying the data forever.

After the dark days surrounding the infamous Deskstar problems,
many manufacturers were reducing warranties. Before this the
typical warranty was three years in length, but many companies
switched to one year warranties. Now companies are typically
oﬀering three to five year long warranties meaning that they must
have confidence in their drives as they are costly to replace.

This means that drives are likely failing more frequently due to
heavier use. After all, a computer used twice as long as another
will generally have a hard drive fail twice as quickly. So this hasn't
really increased the failure rate.

There is no real way to prevent a drive failure either. Even the most
reputable and reliable brand can have a drive that fails rapidly As a
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result, it is best to try and plan for an event that will cause the
primary data drive to fail with data backups. There are a wide
range of backup methods available to use. For some tips on this,
check out the About Focus on PC Support Guide's Data Backup
articles.
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information, jump to the end of the article. Spoiler alert: You can
learn what each stage of startup means, and then you’ll be the
king of troubleshooting. I hereby dub thee as such, loyal reader.
Oh, and one more note before we begin—the way to use these is
to hold down the keys I list simultaneously right after you start up
your Mac, and then you’ll wait for something to happen. In some
cases (like resetting the PRAM/NVRAM), you have to listen or
watch for a specific event, so pay close attention to the
instructions, all right?

One simple tip I like to suggest to people is portable hard drives.
They are fairly inexpensive and due to their limited use, are less
likely to fail when properly stored and handled. External hard
drives are available in the exact same capacities as the desktop
drives because they often use the same drives. The key is to only
use the drive when backing up data or restoring it. This reduces
the amount of time it is used and lessen the chance of failure.

Apple Hardware Test (AHT)/Apple Diagnostics
Key to Hold Down: D
Uses: You’re worried that your Mac has a hardware problem, and
you’d like to check before you go see a Genius.

Another option open to users is to build a desktop PC with a
version of RAID that has data redundancy built in. The simplest
form of RAID to setup is RAID 1 or mirroring. This requires a RAID
controller and two identically sized hard drives. All data written to
one drive is automatically mirrored to the other. In the event of a
failure of one drive, the second drive will always have the data. For
more information about RAID, check out my What is Raid article.

Notes: It depends on the age of your machine as to whether you’ll
be using AHT or Apple Diagnostics, but the shortcut is the same.
I’ve found that these tests aren’t definitive—just because they say
there aren’t any problems doesn’t mean that there’s not something
a more thorough test would find—but they’re useful anyway if they
come up with a diagnosis.
Related Apple Support Articles: AHT and Apple Diagnostics
Reset PRAM/NVRAM
Keys to Hold Down: Command-Option-P-R

Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on
November 17, 2015. tinyurl.com/nfgcht9 © The Mac Observer, Inc.
She is an Apple Consultant who lives and works along the Front
Range in Colorado.

Uses: Your Mac can’t remember what disk to start up from; it won’t
save volume settings.

Mac Startup Modifiers: What They Do And How You
Use Them!

Notes: Again, what you’re actually resetting (PRAM or NVRAM)
diﬀers depending on the age of your Mac, but the key combo is
the same. You’ll want to hold the keys down until you hear the
startup chime twice.

By Melissa Holt
When your Mac is starting up, all sorts of things are happening
behind the scenes, and if you have to, you can interrupt the
process to reinstall the operating system or troubleshoot
problems. Below are what I think are the most useful keys you can
hold down while your Mac boots, but if you need more

Related Apple Support Articles: PRAM and NVRAM
Verbose Mode
Keys to Hold Down: Command-V
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Uses: Your Mac won’t start up, but you can’t figure out why.
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SMC Reset
Keys to Hold Down: Shift-Control-Option-Power (left side), but see
the Apple Support page below for exceptions by model

Notes: Verbose mode is handy if your computer seems to be
getting partway through the boot process and stopping. It’ll output
text describing exactly what it’s doing at every step, and you can
tell where it’s getting hung by where the text stops. So you could
use Safe Boot (see below) to potentially remove a problematic
login item, for example, if you saw that listed as where things went
awry.

Uses: You’re having power- or battery-related problems (such as a
Mac that does nothing when the power button is pressed); your
fans are running like crazy all of the time; or lights and indicators
(such as your keyboard backlight) don’t work properly.
Notes: I wrote a dedicated article about resetting the SMC fairly
recently.

Related Apple Support Article: “How to start up your Mac in
single-user or verbose mode.”

Related Apple Support Article: “Resetting the System
Management Controller (SMC) on your Mac.”

Safe Boot/Safe Mode
Key to Hold Down: Shift
Uses: This can be helpful if your Mac won’t start up, as it’ll disable
all sorts of potentially problematic login items, fonts, extensions,
and the like.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS

Notes: It also cleans out certain cache files, which can be a
troubleshooting step on its own. Be sure to reboot afterward—your
Mac won’t work properly in Safe Mode!
January 10

Related Apple Support Article: “Try safe mode if your Mac doesn’t
finish starting up.”

February 14
March 14
April 11
May 9
June 13
July 11
August
September 11
October 10
November 14
December 12

Recovery Mode
Keys to Hold Down: Command-R
Uses: You suspect that you might need to reinstall your operating
system to address flakiness or slowdowns; Disk Utility tells you
that your startup disk needs repair; you want to restore from a
Time Machine backup.
Notes: Booting into Recovery Mode will let you do all sorts of stuﬀ,
like reinstalling the operating system, using Disk Utility to repair
your startup drive, setting a firmware password, resetting a lost
user password, and restoring from backup.

iTunes University & New Website
Ben Romney & Deivy Petrescu
Lightroom - Bill Achuﬀ
Become Your Own IT - Sue Czarnecki
FileMaker Pro Marc Adler
Mac Security - Mike Inskeep
Picnic
Recess - Good Sam Construction
Recess - Summer
MLMUG University - Member Presos
Attend All Three SIGS
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus
Attend All Three SIGS

Holiday Party Delayed Until Next Year

Related Apple Support Article: “OS X: About OS X Recovery.”
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Elise Bloustein, a 62-year-old Brooklynite, calls the Fitbit she’s
worn daily since last Christmas “my little health whisperer” that
asks, “Have you walked today?” It has made her “hungry for
walking,” she said, prompting her to triple her daily mileage,
improve her diet and shed 13 unwanted pounds she’d carried
around since her first child was born.

Assessing The Fitness Of Wearable Tech

By syncing the device with her iPhone via a free app and recording
the foods she eats, she’s learned to balance calorie input with
output and to eat more fruits, vegetables and fiber. She also uses
the device to monitor the quantity and quality of her sleep as she
strives for seven solid hours of shut-eye a night.

By Jane E. Brody

“As a lawyer,” she explained, “I spend the day sitting at my desk
on the computer or the phone. I had read that the longer you sit,
the sooner you’ll die. The Fitbit encourages me to get up and
move. I now average 40 to 43 miles a week just walking.”
Ms. Bloustein got her sister, a 61-year-old high school social
worker in San Francisco, hooked on the tracker as well. Instead of
driving to do errands, her sister now walks to reach the number of
steps she sets as her daily goal.
The main motivator for those who love a fitness tracker seems to
be the pat on the back it gives them when goals are achieved. As
my friend Fran Saunders put it, “It’s kind of cool when it buzzes
because you’ve reached your 10,000 steps, especially when that
happens early in the day.”
This surging industry of wearable technology — the Fitbit now has
plenty of competition, including devices from Jawbone, Garmin,
Nike and Misfit — has enjoyed brisk sales, particularly among
young adults “motivated enough to want a device and be able to
aﬀord it,” Dr. Mitesh S. Patel and colleagues at the University of
Pennsylvania wrote in the medical journal JAMA.

Like many people who grew up long before personal computers
and cellphones became ubiquitous, I’ve never tried a fitness
tracker. I already know I walk about five miles a day, in addition to
my daily swim. My weight is stable within a range of two pounds. I
prefer to remain accountable only to myself, not to a gadget.
But several of my peers swear by their fitness trackers and experts
say that older adults are among those who could benefit most
from such devices.

Alas, the experts noted, these are the people who least need a
technological push to improve their health. “The individuals who
might have the most to gain from these devices are likely to be
older and less aﬄuent,” they wrote, including those who are
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currently sedentary or have a chronic ailment that could benefit
from more activity.
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Ms. Mulholland is not alone among tracker dropouts. In a survey of
6,223 individuals, Endeavor Partners, a research firm, found that
more than half who bought a fitness tracker had stopped using it,
with one-third abandoning the tracker within six months.

Furthermore, Dr. Patel said in an interview, for most people to
sustain a health-promoting change in behavior, “it must be
combined with eﬀective engagement strategies,” like social
reinforcement from family members, friends or colleagues, or
financial incentives from employers.

Diﬀerent folks need diﬀerent strokes. Those motivated by
competition, for example, might enjoy mileage contests with fellow
workers or with participants in anonymous web-based groups.

Under the Aﬀordable Care Act, employers can use part of
employees’ health insurance dollars to fund workplace wellness
programs, enabling them to underwrite some or all of the cost of
wearable devices. But for workers to benefit from them, “they
need to have skin in the game and perhaps get some kind of
reward at the end of the month if goals are reached,” Dr. Patel
said.

The Penn team suggested that users might “form teams that
provide peer support and promote a sense of accountability” to
maintain the new behavior, “perhaps aiming for everyone to
achieve a minimum amount of activity rather than simply rewarding
the power walkers.”
Wearable fitness trackers vary in price — from about $49 to $250
— and technical accuracy. “I don’t necessarily think of the Fitbit as
100 percent accurate,” Ms. Bloustein said. “Whether it’s accurate
or not, it keeps me in a place I want to be.”

He and his colleagues at Penn’s Center for Health Incentives and
Behavioral Economics are now doing clinical trials to determine
what strategies can best sustain changes in health behaviors
induced by fitness trackers.

For those interested in saving money, a University of Pennsylvania
study, published in February in JAMA, found that most smartphone
applications were just as accurate as a wearable device in tracking
someone’s physical activity.

Ms. Bloustein said it definitely helps to be a compulsive person.
“At night if I see I haven’t met my goals, I’ll take a nice walk
through the neighborhood until I hit my five miles,” she said. “It’s a
personality thing — my colleagues said the tracker made them
claustrophobic.”

“Compared with the 1 to 2 percent of adults in the U.S. that own a
wearable device, more than 65 percent of adults carry a
smartphone,” making the latter a more widely accessible and
aﬀordable way to monitor health behaviors, Dr. Patel said.

But her college-age daughter, who like the rest of the family also
wears a Fitbit, is now walking 25,000 steps a day, five times the
amount of the average American.
Factors beyond pure calories-in/calories-out can aﬀect a person’s
weight. Some have reported online that wearing a fitness tracker
was counterproductive, resulting in weight gain instead of loss.
Korie Mulholland, a 24-year-old tutor in Chicago, wrote that “since
I was walking 10 to 15 miles a day at my stand-up desk, it told me
I could eat 2,200 to 2,400 calories a day.” But instead of losing
weight, she gained, and after six months she abandoned the
tracker.
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number of subcategories. Let’s look at one: Building plans. It has
the following sub categories: Cafe and Restaurant, Electric and
Telecom, Fire and Emergency, Floor, Gym and Spa Area, HVAC,
Landscape & Garden, Office Layout, Plant Layout, Plumbing and
Piping, Reflected Ceiling, School and Training, Seating, Security
and Access, Site, and Sport Field. Landscape & Garden is the only
solution in this group that costs extra ($49), however, you can see
the design elements and samples before purchase. (You could
create the Landscape & Garden elements you wanted yourself).
Now, let’s see what is included in site plans - Vector shapes in
design elements: Parking and roads (18), Site Accessories (18),
Trees and plants (29), Vehicles 2d (21). There are also 5 samples
created using the design elements. The time to create the solution
by an experienced user is included.

SOFTWARE REVIEW
By Mark Wassmandorf

ConceptDraw Oﬃce 3
Components: ConceptDraw MINDMAP, ConceptDraw
PRO,ConceptDraw PROJECT
Company:
CS Odessa (Americas)
URL:
conceptdraw.com
Price: $499 (Academic & Individual component pricing is available)
Macintosh System Requirements:
OS X: 10.9 and higher; CPU: Intel; Ram: 1.5 GB
HDD: 650 MB
ConceptDraw Oﬃce is a “comprehensive suite of business
productivity tools “ for Mac and PC. I reviewed the Mac version
but according to the company’s website, one license is suﬃcient
for a user using both operating systems. The three products in the
suite are: ConceptDraw PRO, a diagramming tool; ConceptDraw
MINDMAP, a tool for planning, brainstorming, and building
processes; and ConceptDraw PROJECT for planning projects,
from simple to complex.

I have been comfortable with locking objects on a layout in other
programs so I couldn’t accidentally modify or delete them but the
lock feature in ConceptDraw Pro meets every adjustment feature
you could possibly need. You can protect each of the following
one by one: Fill, Width, Height, Aspect Ratio, Line, Begin Point,
End Point, Rotation, From Deletion, Don't Print, Show Text, X
Position, Y Position, Text Bound. And if objects are grouped, the
group can be protected. Think of the possibilities with the
restaurant layout mentioned earlier: table and chair grouping that
could be moved horizontally but not vertically without accidentally
ungrouping: lock Y Position and group. Imagine how quickly two
diagrams could be created showing two diﬀerent configurations
but the design elements are move horizontally but the angles are
unchanged. Create one diagram, locking essential features.
Duplicate and move the objects without changing the rotation or
accidentally deleting.

Without any instructions, I was able to quickly create a perfect
layout of a restaurant. One table not in the shape library could be
easily created using the available tools. Speaking of tools, the tool
bar was in the familiar space above the document. No learning
curve to deal with. Even though I was able to create a shape and
add it to the library for future use, there are so many libraries that
you will probably find the exact scalable shape you need in one of
them. Actually, I did locate the shape I created in my first project
later in one of the many samples and resign elements in
ConceptDraw Solution Browser.
“Many” does not adequately indicate the incredible number of
solutions and design elements that are included: there are 22
categories from building plans to Sport. Each category has a

ConceptDraw MINDMAP oﬀers an equally wide range of examples
from business processes (Trouble Ticket System) to personal
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planning (Weekend To-Do List or How to Organize Your Own Art
Show). A new map is created by clicking the Brainstorm icon,
entering the theme of the brainstorm and clicking the start button.
Enter your ideas and press enter after each entry. The ideas are
placed on the screen for rearranging after the check mark,
signaling the end of your list, is checked. ConceptDraw MINDMAP
is overwhelming, not because it is hard to create a solution, but
because there are so many features. Some diagrams can contain
many elements which can be diﬃcult to read on a screen but there
are two solutions: 1) Drag the cursor over an area you wish to
highlight for a couple of seconds and that section will fill the
screen; 2) Select Print Map from the file menu and the Map can be
fitted to multiple pages (such as 2 X 2).

Note:

Mark Wassmansdorf was a member
of the class selected for the first
computer programming class oﬀered
at Boston College. His first personal
computer was an Apple IIe. He has
taught computer programming and
computer applications in elementary
school, high school and college.

While I needed no help to get ConceptDraw PRO started, I
recommend viewing the tutorial or reading the PDF file for
MindMap. Actually, the available videos are a great source of help
for all the products.
Easy installation
Easy to use
Large number of design elements and examples
Many short videos
Tech support – Text help & phone number.
Many export formats (PDF, Graphic, MS products, …)

Con:

MINDMAP Presentations go smoothly from slide to slide
but words and graphics sometimes get cut oﬀ. However, if
a mindmap is exported to a PowerPoint or Word file the
presentation is more acceptable. I wrote this before using

the online help. I got a quick response from a support
analyst who said they were aware of the bug due to “some
OS changes in Mac” and suggested a possible solution.
So the only concern one might have is there is a lot to
learn to fully use ConceptDraw MINDMAP & ConceptDraw
PROJECT.
Some output could not be tested since I am reluctant to
install Flash or Java on my Mac.

Addendum: CS Odessa has created an app for the iPad called
Diagram Viewer, which I just discovered. It’s a great app
for viewing ConceptDraw PRO files.

ConceptDraw MINDMAP integrates perfectly with ConceptDraw
PROJECT. Create a map then click Open in Project button and
your map is converted immediately.

Pro:
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There are a number of iPad improvements, including Split View,
Slide Over and Picture-in-Picture. Bob is using his iPad more
often. The new IPad Pro is an alternative to the MacBook and
Microsoft’s Surface.

By Mark Bazrod, Secretary
Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at 9:15
AM at the Ludington Library in Bryn Mawr. There were about 70
attendees, including guests, at the meeting.

El Capitan has improved Mission Control (although it is still not
working satisfactorily), and added Split View, and smarter Spotlight
searches. You can search on your Mac and send the result to an
iDevice by using Sharing. Apple added pinned sites and a mute
button to Safari and added smart suggestions to Mail.

Maria introduced our main speaker,
Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus, a Mac expert,
author of 77 books, and a computer
columnist for the Houston Chronicle
and the Mac Observer. This is his 14th
annual visit to MLMUG.

Macphun has excellent software for editing photos and Skitch
from Evernote is excellent for annotation.
iPhone 6s had a great year. Bob likes the Plus, but it is too big for
most pockets. Two important reasons to get the Plus are image
stabilization and better battery life.

Bob’s presentation was “The State Of
Apple In 2015” and covered Apple, El
Capitan, iOS 9, the Apple Watch, and
some interesting items.

Bob likes bigger keyboards. The best have tilted keyboards with
the front higher than the rear. He prefers the Microsoft Natural
Ergonomic Keyboard 4000. ($35 on Amazon).

Apple had record sales and income in
2015. iPhone sales are more than 50%
of Apple's sales. Apple is the most valuable company in the world.
Apple has been doing better for a number of years, but Bob said
no one remains number one forever.

The new MacBook has a full size keyboard, is thin. and has a
Retina display. However, the MacBook has only 1 port, a USB-C,
so you will need several adapters. The cost is $1,249 plus
adapters. Bob doesn’t need a Retina display so the MacBook Air
with multiple ports was preferable. The cost at the Apple
Refurbished Store was $849. The MacBook is not great deal.

Neither El Capitan nor IOS 9 had many new features, but both are
working much better than previous versions. The older versions
were inconsistent at times, indicative of some problems in quality
control.

Bob just received the iPad Pro with Keyboard and Apple Pencil.
No firm opinion yet, but he thinks it’s pricey and best for creative
types. He prefers the iPad mini size.

Apple improved Siri, expanded Search, added public
transportation to Maps in selected cities, including Philadelphia,
added contextual menus to Reminders, added sketching and lists
to Notes, revamped News, and improved Security.

The Apple Watch doesn't do much that the iPhone doesn't do. It’s
not worth $400. He doesn't recommend it, unless it appeals to
you.

Apple Music gives access to 30 million songs and if you use Siri
with it, you will be amazed.

Conclusion. 2015 was an incredible,year; Apple’s best year ever.
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material. Most hacking is tricking people into giving out their
password.

Bob’s favorite things
Olloclip iPhone lens set. It has a telephoto lens, a wide-angle lens,
and macro lens. It snaps on top of the iPhone.

No more repair permissions. You can now repair a hard drive from
Disc Utility and not have to use an external disk. You still need
Disc Warrior if there is directory damage.

Ballistic Jewel case for the iPhone. See his column at
Macobserver.com. $20.

Bob likes the idea of the Amazon Echo and thinks the new Apple
TV is the core of starting to do that, but not yet.

Wireless Ultimate ears speakers. $99 - $299.
Roxant Pro Video Stabilizer. Steady Cam. $60. Great selfies and
great customer support, but you don't need if you have a 6s Plus.

Amazon Prime delivers in 2 hours or less and no delivery charge.
About 100,000 products.
We raﬄed oﬀ 7 books - three OS X El Capitan for Dummies, three
iPad for Dummies, both published by Wiley Publishing, and one
Food for Geeks.
Maria and our members thanked Bob for his presentation and
Maria presented Bob with $100 of iTunes cards which he said were
always usable.

Square Jellyfish tripod and tripod mount.
Sandisc iXpand drive for idevices. Attach it to your Mac and load
any type of files unto the drive. 64 GBs are under $100. 32 GBs are
enough for 3 or 4 movies.
Zagg Pocket wireless and foldable keyboard for smartphones and
small tablets. About $55 at Amazon. Bob also likes the Logitech
keyboard cover for the iPad.

The meeting ended at noon.
Mark Bazrod
Secretary

Questions And Answers
Bob spent the last part of the meeting answering questions
submitted by members:
He does not use antivirus software for his Macs or iPads.
Sophos,and ClamXav do not aﬀect performance on the Mac. He is
not sure about iOS devices.
Wi-Fi extenders do not really work that well. They just pick up the
signal at their location. Better solution is a pair of powerline
devices which work on house wiring and are the equivalent of
Ethernet cable in your house. Diﬀerent speeds and prices.
iCloud for photos. Great. 10,000 pictures. 20 GB are only $3 per
month. Flicker and Amazon clouds are free, but iCloud is easier to
use. iCloud is encrypted end to end so it is safe for sensitive
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computing, with a mouse and a graphical user interface
(GUI). Recently, gesture has come back to the forefront in
computing, with iDevices, and the Internet and social media
are inundated with still images and video. This makes sense
when we stop to think about ancient storytelling. It wasn’t
just about sound. The storyteller’s gestures and facial
expressions were also important.

Beyond Seven Mountains
By Kathy Garges

At the beginning of computing, desktop publishing aﬀorded
faster and better ways to produce print communications. In
recent years, storytellers, of fiction and nonfiction, have
welcomed digital storytelling and multimedia, and the
Internet has contributed WordCloud, Storify and Pinterest,
among other narrative innovations. Artificial intelligence now
promises innovation in narrative forms that may be as far
beyond print media as print was beyond fireside storytelling.

Common narrative structures across cultures, including
traditional story openings and endings, show how important
narrative is to human intelligence. Storytelling is central our
individual and cultural human identity. It allows humans to
pass along knowledge to future generations.
The traditional story opening “once upon a time,” and its
variants, is widespread across cultures. A less common
story opening, but one widely used in Slovakia and several
other cultures, is “beyond seven mountains and seven
valleys.”

One area of AI innovation is to assist humans with reading.
For example, the BeeLine Reader, which uses rotating
colors on lines of text to guide the reader’s eye, recently
received venture capital funding. Plans are to load the app
onto public library computers in California. BeeLine appears
to use basic AI natural language processing. There is some
controversy about its eﬀectiveness, but you can try it for
yourself online.

There are also traditional story endings. Some version of
“they lived happily ever after” is most common. Wikipedia
lists some others, including the colorful Bengali “the goat
ate spinach,” although I wasn’t able to verify that one.
Writing, reading and printing have dominated human
storytelling and communication for several centuries. This
started to change with the earliest computer technology. In
the 1970s, Walter Ong and Marshall McLuhan noted that
computers seem to reconnect us to the ancient way of
storytelling, the oral culture of speaking and listening. Today
many observers believe that email, chat and social media
are manifestations of oral culture.

The MIT Media Lab is currently working on dozens of
technology projects, many that use AI, that involve a new
approach to narrative. Reading and literacy assistance
remains a basic thread. The Global Literacy Tablets project,
for example, uses a mentoring algorithm to recommend an
early-literacy activity based on an individual child’s
interaction.

It’s not accurate, however, to think of computers as
primarily fostering a new form of oral communication. The
Macintosh brought gestures and visual images to

Many of the Media Lab’s narrative-related projects go
beyond literacy and reading assistance, to a level of
innovation that promises to revolutionize human narrative.
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Here’s a description of just a few of them. The Narratarium
project uses AI natural language processing to augment
stories with video and sound, taking into account the
immediate viewer context, to create an immersive
experience. It seems likely that at some point the Smell
Narratives project, which allows the authoring of a “smell
track,” and the GIFGIF project, which creates an interactive
emotion space of animated GIFs, will be integrated into the
Narratarium in some way. The Command Not Found project
is building a live-coding program in which a human actor
creates and executes software on a robot in real time to tell
a story of aging and friendship.

In traditional storytelling, the end of one story is often just a
chapter ending, signaling the start of a new story, a new
chapter in the ongoing narrative. So the end of printdominated narrative is just the beginning of a new form we
can only begin to imagine. To express that idea in a new
narrative, I think I will start with a DeepDream experiment
generated from images of a goat and some spinach.

Fortunately, the MIT Media Lab is developing ways to
manage the flood of information and narrative it is helping to
create. The SuperGlue project uses AI tools, including
natural language processing, face detection and webcrawling video search, as a “digestion system” to browse
mass media and organize material for “presentation,
analysis, and summarization.” The NetStories project is
creating an online database of storytelling tools that will
help humans analyze and use “emergent online storytelling
tools and strategies.”

James Gleick, The Information: A History, A Theory, A Flood,
Pantheon Books, 2010.

Sources and additional information:
Wikipedia, “Once upon a time,” en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Once_upon_a_time.

George Avalos, “San Jose: Tech awards honor an array of
l a u re a t e s , ” S i l i c o n Va l l e y N e w s , N o v e m b e r 1 3 , 2 0 1 5 ,
www.siliconvalley.com/news/ci_29110330/tech-awards-honor-anarray-laureates.
BeeLine Reader, www.beelinereader.com/.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Media Lab Projects, Fall
2015, media.mit.edu/files/projects.pdf.

Imagine combining innovative narrative tools from the MIT
Media Lab and other sources with Google’s DeepDream.
Earlier this year, Google released some dreamlike images
(which have also been described as surreal, psychedelic or
hallucinogenic) that were generated by its DeepDream
artificial neural network, calling this AI-generated fantasy art
“inceptions.” DeepDream is an AI convolutional neural
network (see the October 2014 column), that was designed
to identify and enhance objects in images. Since then,
Google has released the code for DeepDream and there are
websites that will get you started using it.

Wikipedia, “DeepDream,” en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DeepDream.
A DeepDream generating program: Deep Dream Generator,
deepdreamgenerator.com/.
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